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Abstract
The aim of this study is to investigate, analyse and evaluate the installed off-grid PV system
in Mavuno girls’ secondary school that is located in a rural area in northwest Tanzania. The
original motivation behind this study was the rapid degradation of the installed battery
bank within less than 3 years. The PV system was installed before the actual operation of
the school, so the study aimed to answer a very pressing question which is “What is the
actual load profiles in the school?”. There was a high need to identify the actual school
load profiles to enable several concerned social actors to evaluate the system and to decide
for future extensions. Therefore, the study aimed to analyse the implementation of
electricity in the school by creating actual load profiles, analysing the system performance
versus the users’ needs and evaluating the sustainability and utilization of implementation.
The study followed a multi-disciplinary approach combining the social and technical
aspects of PV systems implementation to seek further understanding of the users’
consumption behaviours. It thus included a 1-month of field work in June 2018 during
which participant observations and semi-structured interviews together with load
measurements were carried out so as to create load profiles that are considering the
patterns and deviations in users’ behaviours. During the field work, 2/3 of the students
were in holidays so the taken measurements corresponded to the school at 30 % capacity.
That is why the study also included 4 days of inverter data logging after the 1-month field
work by the technical head of the school to overcome the limitations in held
measurements.
The observations showed that the actual installed system was slightly different from the
documentation. In addition, the local installation practices are not fully appropriate from
the technical point of view, and are affected by local social norms, as will be discussed.
Besides, the participant observations and held interviews with relevant social actors
showed that the daily behaviours of energy users do not exactly follow the school daily
routine. Consequently, the social study was important to create actual effective load
profiles. The observations and responses from interviews together with measurements
were used to categorize the school loads into 29 different units. Those units can be used
for current load prioritizations and for future load extrapolations. The created load profiles
also represent a useful addition to load databases used by energy researchers who work on
similar rural electrification projects.
After the field work, several characteristics were calculated by Microsoft Excel such as
apparent power consumptions, active power consumptions, battery bank state of charge,
load power factor and PV generated energy. The characteristics were used in calculations
evaluating the energy balance in the system. The results of held calculations showed that
lighting during dark hours accounted for on around 78 % of the logged daily apparent
energy use, as it has a low a low average power factor of 0.28. It also showed that some
loads if time-bounded, they will significantly decrease the daily energy consumption. The
calculations were also used to run PVSyst simulations to evaluate the system sizing which
resulted in the recommendation that either the array size should be doubled, or the
apparent energy consumption should be decreased to half.
The study included suggestions for possible improvements such as decreasing the reactive
consumed energy by either replacing the currently used light bulbs with ones that have
higher power factor (≥0.8 for example) or by installing a capacitive compensation for
power factor correction. In addition, it was recommended to quantify the school loads
according to their priority or importance and to regulate observed time-unbounded loads
such as “pumping water” and “ironing”. Lastly, the study discussed how generated
electricity is utilized in the school and what opportunities for women empowerment have
become potentially possible with the provision of electricity.
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𝑈𝑟𝑚𝑠
𝑈
𝑈𝑆𝐷
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Description
PV array tilt angle
Time interval in hours
Efficiency of balance of system till the batteries
Efficiency of the balance of system till the PV modules
Efficiency of non-operating under standard testing conditions
Phase difference between voltage and current
Desired phase difference between voltage and current
The ratio of the circle's circumference to its diameter
Capacitance
Active energy during some hours in kilowatt-hour
Active energy during some hours in watt-hour
Apparent energy during some hours in volt-ampere-hour
Energy stored in batteries
Daily load energy demand
Solar energy to be generated before system efficiency losses
Frequency in hertz
Global horizontal irradiation
Electrical current in ampere
Discharging current
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Length in meter
Levelized cost of electricity in dollars per kilowatt-hour
Number of autonomy days
Active power in kilowatt
Active power in Watt
Rated power of PV modules
Reactive capacitive power
Battery capacity
Apparent power in volt-ampere
State of charge
Previously estimated state of charge
Apparent power in kilovolt-ampere
Temperature
Time in days
Time in hours
Time in seconds
Root mean square value of output voltage
Voltage difference in Volt
United states currency in dollars
Volume in litre
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1 Introduction
With the major dependence on depleting fossil fuels as sources of energy [1], the
importance of energy transitions towards renewable sources is pressing. Our world is
facing a serious problem of energy access [2]. The number of people who had no access to
electricity in 2000 was around 1.7 billion and it decreased to 1.1 billion in 2016 of whom
80 % live in rural areas [1]. More than 40 % of people who had no access to electricity
worldwide live in Africa [1]. The electrification rate increased though from 62 million per
year between 2000 and 2012 to 100 million per year after 2012 [2]. One of the reasons
behind this accelerated development was the expansion of renewable energies.
Electricity is not very essential for survival from the point of view of being an extra
offered service but, it is very crucial from the view of its applications for the sake of
sustainable development. Electricity does not only belong to the second most important
level of Maslow’s hierarchy needs (safety level), but it also enables education [3]. Education
which belongs to the same level satisfies also people’s self-esteem and self-actualization
needs, by teaching them important skills for empowerment such as confidence, creativity
and problem-solving [3]. In this project, electricity is very essential as it is used to enable
children (girls in particular) to access knowledge and education. The benefits and
advantages of electricity for the current world cannot be denied [4]. Reliable electricity
access is a basic pillar in improving people’s lives in rural areas especially for the
enhancement of healthcare, education and local economic growth [5].
As stated by United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) “A quality basic education better
equips girls and boys with the knowledge and skills necessary to adopt healthy lifestyles,
protect themselves from HIV, AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases, and take an
active role in social, economic and political decision-making as they transition to
adolescence and adulthood.” [6]. Educating girls is a very crucial tool for women
empowerment and gender gap reductions in rural areas. A study was held on education
transformation for girls in Tanzania and Nigeria showed that the girls’ capacity to express
their concerns was most evident in schools with the least gender gaps [7]. Paulo Freire
mentioned the importance of education in his book “Education either functions as an
instrument that is used to facilitate the integration of the younger generation into the logic
of the present system and bring about conformity to it, or it becomes the practice of
freedom, the means by which men and women deal critically and creatively with reality and
discover how to participate in the transformation of their world” [8]. The human-rights
based approach which is currently considered one of the very efficient methods for
development also prioritizes education and awareness as effective tools for sustainable
development [9].
Contributing to the development of rural areas, Engineers Without Borders (EWB)
Sweden is working on several projects in Tanzania in cooperation with the local nongovernmental organization “Mavuno” for development in Kagera region. Mavuno
addresses several local needs such as energy, education and water supply. Mavuno was
established in 1993 by rural farmers with an initial number of 34-member families which
increased to 218 in 2010 [10]. It is dedicated to improving the quality of local life through
developing education, agriculture, water resources and health [11]. Its programs are
supported by local community and external aids in terms of volunteering work, materials
and funds [10].
One of EWB’s projects is supporting a secondary boarding school for girls named
“Mavuno secondary school” which is located in the area of Chonyonyo in the northwest
of Tanzania [12]. The school is designed to empower women in need in the Kagera region
[11]. That is by providing scientific resources and high-quality education in a healthy
environment for girls aged between 14 and 20 years old [11]. Since electricity was not
accessible in Chonyonyo, EWB Sweden started in 2010 to work on electrifying the school
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through solar power. To other former master students in Dalarna university contributed to
the design and analysis for the needed system by EWB. The generated electricity was
aimed to help the students and teachers to be able to study, work and socialize especially
during dark hours [13]. The project also included training of a local person to help with
installations and future operations and maintenance (O&M), besides suggestions for
recycling the installed batteries and electronic components [13]. EWB provided the school
with the needed engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) services in addition to
needed funds for the installation of the off-grid Photovoltaic (PV) system [12].
The main motivation behind this multi-disciplinary study was the reporting from the
school side to EWB that the batteries started on early 2018 not to function as used to.
They had degraded faster than expected so the system became non-reliable and was not
supplying the required needed electricity. Thus, EWB and Mavuno had to replace the
whole battery bank on 18 May 2018 for USD 6000 so that students could study at dark
hours for the national exams which were held later in June 2018.
One challenge is that the design and installation of the PV system were held before the
actual operation of the school started in 2016 so the loads were only estimated [12]. In
addition, the school is already receiving more students than the number used for load
estimations and expected to further grow during the soon future as described by the
school management. That will introduce an increase in load demand and thus a detailed
system design and recommendations based on actual load profiles is needed to help
providing sustainable electricity for the project in the future and to avoid such costly faults.

Aims
This research aimed to:
1. Conduct a detailed actual load analysis for Mavuno secondary school based on
user-based experiences. That includes creating school modular-load profiles to I.
enable the school management to properly size system extensions based on actual
future loads and II. enable similar projects on the surroundings to size off-gird PV
system based on actual loads.
2. Evaluate the PV system to examine its compliance with the actual load profiles.
3. Provide suggestions and lessons learned for possible future improvements.

Method
The study followed a multi-disciplinary approach combining both the social and technical
aspects of PV systems implementation and use of electricity. It also included a 1-month of
field work in June 2018 where the following 5 main methods were compiled to be able to
achieve the prior mentioned aims:
1. Observations and interviews: the daily school routine was observed on an hourly
basis to examine the actual behaviours of the relevant energy users. Also, semistructured interviews with relevant social actors were conducted to investigate the
effect of deviations in their behaviour on the load profiles.
2. Measurements: the electrical load currents were measured all together and also
separately using a clamp multi-meter. The readings have been used to identify the
actual daily load profiles and calculate the consumption of school modular units.
3. Calculations: several calculations were carried out using Microsoft Excel such as
the energy balances, battery bank state of charge, reactive energy consumptions,
capacitive compensation and system sizing.
4. Data logging: inverter every-minute data were logged on a portable computer
through WatchPower software which included information on for example the PV
generated energy, the batteries capacity, the output apparent power and the loads
power factor.
5. Simulations: PVSyst software [14] was used to simulate the current installed
system, analyse its performance and investigate other sizing possibilities.
2

2 Previous work
Previous investigations of the installed PV system
Ålander [15], former student at Dalarna university did his master thesis work investigating
the possible electricity supply solutions for Mavuno secondary school in 2013. He did his
master research in cooperation with EWB proposing possible designs for a PV system to
be installed in the school. He estimated the loads since his research was before the actual
operation of the school in 2016. Ålander considered using a hybrid system combining PV
energy and a diesel generator set (Genset) since this area in Tanzania had high potential for
solar irradiation. He used HOMER software to run several optimization simulations to
obtain economic and environmental sustainability. The solar radiation was acquired
through NASA database and resulted to a PV system size with a peak power of 26 kW, a
diesel generator set of 5.5 kW and 112 batteries. It accounted then for a levelized cost of
electricity of 0.31 $ per generated kWh.
In addition, Ålander used the concept of building blocks in designing the system to allow
future upgrades [15]. Thus, he studied the concept of inverter stacking where multiple
inverters can work as one unit. In fact, the system was not implemented as designed by
Ålander however, the current system is already using two inverters working as one as
described by Tuccella [12].
The construction of the solar PV system started in 2010 by EWB Sweden while the
batteries were installed in 2015 before the school started. The load hence was estimated
and not measured [12]. The national utility grid reached the area in 2015 after the
installation but with frequent power outages as observed by Tuccella [12].
Tuccella spent 4 months in Tanzania in 2016 to conduct his research. He logged 1-month
data from the installed inverters using WatchPower software and conducted HOMER
simulations to find suitable future optimizations [12]. He has also specifically addressed the
possible grid connections since the utility grid reached the area after the installation of the
PV system, so he studied several scenarios for grid connection. Tuccella compared the
results from simulations with the results from measurements and calculations and found
out that simulated PV energy production was higher than the measured. Interestingly,
Tuccella mentioned in his study that the battery bank lifetime will decrease to 4.96 years
compared to 9 years if the active load (back then during his study in 2016) increases for up
to two times because of the operation under higher depth of discharge (DOD).
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Load analysis for off-grid PV system sizing
The most important and complex steps in designing off-grid PV systems is the prediction
or assessment of electrical demands [16]. Since the PV system in Mavuno secondary
school was installed before the actual operation of the school, the electrical loads were
estimated [12]. Consequently, after 2 years of operations, there is a pressing need to
measure the actual electrical loads at the school to get a concrete idea about the
performance of the installed capacity versus the electrical demand. In addition, it is also
needed to enable the school management to conduct efficient technical studies for possible
future extensions which is quite soon according to Mavuno business plan.
It is always very challenging though to acquire accurate figures of electrical demand prior
to obtaining electricity access. The major reasons that makes it tricky to estimate the load
demand is that the appliances and the use of appliances are not actually in place before the
implementation. The energy users in a lot of cases use non-efficient or second-hand
appliances that can have no actual datasheets. Adds on to that, the energy users also
change their load behaviours with time installing more appliances upon the availability of
electricity. The introduction of electricity motivates the users to start using appliances that
have never been there. Consequently, before the implementation of electricity, one does
not even know the possible actual appliances used in the future and how the users will use
them.
In addition, the barriers that face system designers when communicating with locals
including language barriers plays a crucial role to achieve effective load estimations. The
more accurate load prediction is done, the more efficient PV systems can be sized for the
present and future demands. Lack of information about the load conditions, electrical
demand and future load growth during the sizing process can result in oversized mini-girds
increasing the overall costs or undersized systems causing unreliable supply [17].
Therefore, community involvement is very crucial especially during this early phase to
achieve efficient sizing [17]. In addition, localization and contextualization are very
important when sizing mini-grids since each village or community has its own context,
conditions and requirements so there is no standard method that can be applied
everywhere [17].
Generally, the assessment of present electricity demand for sizing renewable energy
systems is based on individual surveys of inhabitants which is only an estimate and does
not include the daily and monthly variations. The data can then be processed to obtain the
average daily load profiles using the individual approach which builds on the aggregation
of a customer and then of a class of customers and finally of all classes [17]. Though, the
effectiveness of acquired data can still be further improved to achieve an efficient system
sizing [17]. Therefore, corrective factors quantifying the willingness-to-pay and the abilityto-pay can be used to calculate the effective demand (the demand for goods and services
which is backed by the resources to pay for them) [17]. In this study, those 2 factors are
not very relevant because the system is not targeting paying customers in a traditional
sense but offers a service at the school that is donated by EWB. Finally, the future
effective demand can be forecasted using linear growth factors such as population
development, economic productivity and typical consumption patterns [17].
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System description
Figure 2.1 shows the PV system schematic in Mavuno secondary school including PV
modules, inverters, batteries and main distribution boards.

Figure 2.1 PV system schematic at Mavuno secondary school
The distribution of the generated electricity was and still divided through 2 circuits A1 and
B1 [18]. Table 2.1 shows which school buildings and loads are connected to each circuit
inside the control room for the solar system [18].
Table 2.1 School loads’ circuit connection to the PV system in Mavuno secondary school [18]
Circuit
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1

School building or load
Dormitory 1.2
Dormitory 1.1
Toilets 1 and 2
Teachers’ residence
Volunteer house (not connected at the moment)
Dormitory 2 (including the solar system control room)
Labs
Classrooms (including the teachers’ office and the library)
Dining hall (including a kitchen and toilets)
School office
Water pump

2.3.1. The PV arrays
The initially installed PV array size had a peak power of 4.68 kW [13]. It included 24 PV
modules of 195 W nominal power each manufactured by Yingli Solar with a technology of
polycrystalline silicon [13]. Each PV module had a rated voltage of 24 V and a maximum
voltage of 36.7 V [19]. Every 2 modules were connected in series forming a string to
acquire the needed inverter input voltage of 48 V [12]. Eventually, the 24 modules formed
12 strings. Every 4 modules were fixed on a free-standing mounting system with a tilt
angle of 10º facing northwest [12].

5

For the current installed system, it was noted through the observations and held interviews
that the actual installed PV array was slightly different. Later, after the installation of the
system with 24 PV modules, extra mismatching 2 PV modules were added to the PV array
as shown in Figure 2.2. They had a rated power of 175 W each and were manufactured by
SolarWorld with a technology of monocrystalline silicon.

Figure 2.2 Connected mismatched PV modules at Mavuno secondary school
From held interviews, it was understood that the 2 extra PV modules were originally
belonging to another formerly installed PV system that was powering the house for the
disabled only. Now this house is connected to the main system and thus, its PV modules
were added later to the main system. The challenge is that the modules are mismatching
especially in electrical specifications. Table 2.2 shows the specifications of the originally
installed 24 PV modules and the extra added 2 PV modules [19]. Eventually, the actual
installed PV array size is 4.9 kW instead of 4.68 kW.
Table 2.2 Specifications of different installed PV modules [19]
Specifications

Main 24 PV modules

Manufacturer
Model
Technology
Maximum power Pmpp [W]
Open circuit voltage UOC [V]
Short circuit current ISC [A]
Maximum current Impp [A]
Maximum voltage Umpp [V]
Power tolerance

Yingli Solar
YL195P-35b 2/3
Polycrystalline
195
45.4
5.65
5.32
36.7
±5 %

Extra 2 PV modules from house for disabled
SolarWorld

SW175 mono
Monocrystalline
175
44.7
5.50
4.89
35.7
±3 %

2.3.2. The inverters
The system had 2 installed inverter chargers of the model SP5000 Efecto [20]. They have a
rated power of 4 kW (5 kVA) each and were manufactured by Opti-Solar [20]. An inverter
charger is a unit that combines both functions of a charge controller and an inverter. That
means it regulates the processes of charging and discharging the battery bank and also
inverts the PV generated direct-current electricity to alternating-current electricity. Each
inverter has a nominal voltage of 48 V which is also the system voltage [20]. The 2
6

inverters were originally connected in parallel and operate as one unit, so one inverter
provides a backup if the other inverter fails [12]. It was observed during the field work that
the second inverter was not connected as shown in Figure 3.3. It was out of service for
some months as understood from the held interview with the technical head of the school.
It should be noticed that the installed inverter chargers do not include the function of
maximum power point tracking, so the difference in energy between the modules’ rated
and maximum power is trimmed. Maximum power point tracking is a function that allows
charge controllers to operate at a changing maximum power point on PV characteristics
curve [16]. The point changes due to receiving changing irradiations and operating under
changing temperatures through the day. Thus, charge controllers with the function of
maximum power point tracking can make optimum use of the available solar energy.

2.3.3. The battery banks
The installation of the battery bank in 2015 included 12 batteries of 200 Ah capacity each
for energy storage [18]. The 12 batteries included 8 Champion batteries of valve-regulated
lead-acid technology manufactured by Dayliff [21] while the remaining 4 batteries were
absorbent glass mat technology manufactured by Gaston [22].
The original motivation behind this research was the fact that there was a defect in the
installed battery bank. It was not functioning anymore however it was installed for less
than 3 years (from 2015 [12] to 2018).That is why EWB Sweden and Mavuno decided to
replace the whole battery bank in May 2018 with a new one so that students from Form 2
(54 girls) can study at the dark hours to prepare for the national exams in June 2018. As
observed, the current installed battery bank included 12 flooded lead-acid batteries of the
model IT750 Tall Invatubular manufactured by Exide with a capacity of 200 Ah each [23].
They costed around USD 6000 in total as responded by the chief executive officer of
Mavuno during the interview. Figure 2.3 shows the newly installed batteries (left side) and
the stored defective batteries (right side).

Figure 2.3 Newly installed batteries on 18 May 2018 (left) and stored former defective batteries (right)
inside the control room in Mavuno secondary school
7

3 Measurements, calculations and simulations
In this section, the detailed carried out methods are demonstrated. For primary data
collection, the study mainly focused on participant observations, semi-structured
interviews, measurements and inverter data logging. The section also includes the
conducted calculations and simulations. Firstly, the users’ behaviours and daily load
profiles were carefully observed and identified through held interviews. Afterwards, the
school loads were measured and quantified. Secondly, the system is evaluated through
logged data from the installed inverter and through 2 different sizing methods. Finally,
calculations are carried out for possible scenarios for improvements.

School load profiles
3.1.1. School weekly timetables and daily routine
Firstly, the school weekly timetables and the school daily routine were considered for both
weekdays and weekends. The school had 3 weekly timetables corresponding to enrolled 3
forms and a 1 daily routine during which all the students have to follow certain activities
and procedures to keep order inside such a boarding school.
The weekly timetables were fetched from the school office which mainly corresponded to
classes during daytime. They were analysed to mainly differentiate between classes that
consume electricity during the daytime and those that do not need any electricity.
The daily routine was fetched from the school office as well and has been analysed to
identify the daily base loads that consume electricity. Therefore, it was followed, observed
and examined versus the actual daily behaviours.

3.1.2. Participant observations of the load behaviours
Dunlop et al. advised to periodically check and evaluate the load behaviour [24]. That is
especially at such PV systems in rural areas, where loads are manually operated and where
higher low-voltage disconnect set-points are used to save battery costs. Low-voltage
disconnect is the minimum allowable batteries’ voltage by the inverter to protect them
from over-discharge [16].
That is why the concept of socio-technical system was considered. It is a concept that is
used to change the way technological systems are considered so as not to only include their
technical aspects but also their social components such as the actors who construct, use
and operate them [25]. To conduct the social study, primary data collection is done using
methods that suit the social norms of the project. Quantitative data collection methods are
such as questionnaires where people are asked to respond to the same set of questions
either by face-to-face, phone or interview [26]. Observation can also be a useful tool for
quantitative and qualitative data collection if the researcher is concerned with what people
do [26].
Participant observations were carried out then to examine whether the energy users truly
follow the weekly timetables and the daily routine or not. Participant observation is the
process when the researcher gets involved in the social context of those who shall be
observed and participates in their tasks and activities [26]. Through this participation, the
researcher learns through directly examining the social situation, understanding the world
of the people observed and how are their perceptions about their social context [26].
Consequently, the researcher is able to understand the how the observants interact and
how they react to possible changes to their social norm [26].
The typology of the researcher’s roles in participant observation differs as shown in Figure
3.1 [26]. Through this study, the identity of the observer was revealed. Consequently, the
researcher in this study played the both roles of being a “Participant as observer” and
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“Observer as participant”. For example, the researcher followed the daily routine as
observer for several days during the field work by tracing the energy-users hour by hour
and taking notes on observed behaviours. In addition, the researcher participated in several
activities as part of the daily routine while accompanying the energy users such as during
classes, entertainment activities, watching movies, prayers and morning assemble.
Researcher participates
in activity

Participant as
observer

Complete
participant

Researcher's
identity is

Researcher's
identity is

revealed

hidden
Observer as
participant

Complete
observer

Researcher observes
activity
Figure 3.1 Typology of researcher’s roles in participant observation [26]

3.1.3. Semi-structured interviews
Other methods for primary data collection are semi-structured, in-depth and group
interviews [26]. The study used also semi-structured interviews for primary data collection
on load profiles to seek more understanding. Interviews are purposeful conversations
between two or more persons where the interviewer starts by establishing a rapport and
asks questions to which the interviewees are willing to answer [26]. Semi-structured
interviews are usually referred to as qualitative research interviews used for exploratory,
explanatory and evaluative research purposes [26]. The interviews were utilized upon the
3-prespective approach which aims to make energy implementation studies more culturally
informed [25]. Therefore, the interviews were used to further understand how electrical
loads are prioritized and used in the school, how the implementation of electricity changed
the local social norms and how sustainable is the implementation of the installed PV
system in the future.
During the held semi-structured interviews, the researcher had a list of themes and some
main questions to be covered although the way they were used varied from interview to
another. The whole interview structure varied then from interview to interview according
to the interviewee’s role and interest with the electricity system in Mavuno secondary
school. For example, the order of questions was varying, the questions were optimized to
fit the context of the interviewees as energy users and the questions were regularly fed,
updated and liked to the already happening events and situations in the school. In addition,
new questions were brought up during the interviews which were inspired by the
interviewees’ reflections and thoughts to further explain the whole boundary situations.
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The process of interviewing went as follows. Firstly, the relevant social actors where
mapped corresponding to 4 categories; Mavuno management, school staff, students and
volunteers. The interviewees were invited for interviews through face-to-face invitations
and thus 15 adults participated in the interviews out of 16 invited in addition to 9 students
representing the student government of Form 2. It was possible to only interview students
from Form 2 as this was the only attending form in the school during the field work while
the other 2 forms were in holidays. The interviewees were briefly informed about the
purpose of the research and the right not to answer any questions was emphasized. The
interviews were audio-recorded accounting for 10.5 hours and the requests to
electronically record the interviews for research purposes were restated and agreed by all
interviewees. Recording interviews has advantages such as allowing the interviewer to
focus on the questioning, allowing the researcher to relisten to interviews during analysis
and providing unbiased answers and direct quotes to be used [26]. It also has
disadvantages such as the possibility that the interviewee will focus on the recording rather
than the interview process itself, the possibility to affect the interviewee’s responses and
reliability and definitely the long time needed to transcribe the audio-recordings [26].
The interview themes and questions included:
1. How electricity is used in the school.
2. How electricity is individually used in the interviewee’s personal life.
3. The relationship between solar energy and climate change.
4. How safe is using electricity from both the grid and the PV system.
5. Electrical appliances currently used in the school and how they are prioritized and
used.
6. Possible desired electrical appliances or tasks in the case of having extra electricity
generation.
7. Whether electricity helped to empower the girls by using projectors to give
presentations, frequently using computers and frequently surfing the internet.
8. How technology represented in computer classes and projectors is prioritized.
9. Whether electricity increased or decreased the daily work-load.
10. Whether the school is optimally utilizing the generated electricity.
11. Whether there are school tasks that could use electricity but are not at the moment.
12. Whether the school goals are aligned with the use and utilization of generated
electricity and technology.
13. Whether electricity allowed activities that never existed.
14. Knowledge about the estimate costs of PV electricity versus grid electricity.
15. How could tasks be done without electricity.
16. Whether PV systems should approach other schools.
17. Whether students from other day-schools can have electricity at homes.
18. Whether a school can be good without electricity.
19. Whether the implementation of electricity had any negative effects.
20. Whether the fact that PV panels are locally situated inside the school campus
inspire the students and school attendants to seek knowledge on PV systems,
further implementations and climate change.
21. Knowledge about what can shorten the lifetime of PV systems.
22. Whether students use technology for communicating with their colleagues or
teachers represented in emails.
23. Whether the relevant social actors in case of a permanent power-cut will tend to
learn how to generate electricity or to use alternative energy carriers.
24. Whether defective former and future batteries shall be incinerated or recycled.
25. The current behaviour towards electronic waste.
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3.1.4. Measurements of load profiles
The study aimed to quantify the school loads into separate modular-load units representing
appliances or activities and measure their electrical apparent energy demand.
Firstly, participant observations and held interviews were used to map the exact electrical
loads and electricity-consuming activities in the school. Then they were used to further
understand the behaviour of relevant social actors and energy users. As a result, the school
loads were categorized into 29 different units. The 29 units were conformed to the actual
behaviours of the energy users at the worst-case scenarios when it comes to durations of
consumptions and amounts of energy consumption.
Secondly, the participant observations and held interviews were used to map the
corresponding switch of each load on the distribution circuits shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Distribution circuits B1 (up) and A1 (bottom) in the control room in Mavuno secondary school
Thirdly, alternating current measurements using UNI-T UT200A clamp multi-meter [27]
were taken as shown in Figure 3.3. The measurements were executed by turning on single
or multiple appliances using the corresponding switch to simulate both single-appliance
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and multiple-appliance units at a time. That is while switching off all other electrical loads
in the school using the switches in the solar control room. From participant observations,
some units included other multiple units, so their measurements were summed during
analysis. It was not possible though to measure the reactive power consumption of each
unit due to the limitation of the used clamp multi-meter. Afterwards, the electrical current
measurements for each modular unit was multiplied by the inverter output alternating
current voltage (230 V). Eventually, the consumed apparent power for each modular unit
was calculated in terms of (VAh). The study considered the apparent power of the school
electrical loads not their active power to be able to examine the consumed reactive energy.
In such rural areas where appliances have bad quality and thus lower power factors, it is
more useful to investigate the apparent energy which is the actual consumed energy in this
case not the active energy. Yet, the generated PV energy is represented as active energy
since it is direct current electricity where the terms power factor, apparent energy and
reactive energy are not valid.
Fourthly, the measurements were analysed through Microsoft Excel calculations and chart
drawings. Measurements can carry few meanings for most people without analysis, so they
can be turned from data to information using techniques such as tables and graphs [26].

Figure 3.3 Electrical alternating current measurement using clamp multi-meter inside the PV control room
in Mavuno secondary school
In addition, half-hourly alternating current measurements were taken on both circuit A1
and circuit B1 at the same time to create a daily load profile, examine its pattern versus the
daily routine and calculate the total daily apparent energy demand. Circuit A1 and circuit
B1 both are responsible to distribute the generated electricity to different school loads as
mentioned in Table 2.1. The measurements were done using the same clamp multi-meter.
Afterwards, the measurements for each circuit were summed together for each timestep
using Microsoft Excel and multiplied by the inverter output alternating current voltage
(230 V) as well. Eventually, the total provided apparent energy to the users in terms of
(VAh) is calculated for time intervals of 30 minutes.
It should be noticed that the measurements were taken during the attendance of only 54
students when the field work was conducted in June 2018 out of enrolled 181 students. To
analyse the load profiles while the school is running on full capacity, every minute data
using the WatchPower software were logged from the installed inverter after the field
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work. The data were logged to a portable computer for 4 weekdays from 10 July 2018 to
13 July 2018 by the technical head of the school after all students were back to school
from holidays on 09 July 2018. The data was sent then to the researcher by the technical
head of the school. The logged data especially on output apparent power were used for
analysing the daily load profiles for the school at full capacity as originally aimed by this
study.

System analysis
Through WatchPower software, data on PV generation power, output apparent power,
output active power, battery discharge current and battery capacity were logged to a
portable computer from 10 July 018 to 13 July 2018 by the technical head of the school.
The data were used to run several analyses as follows.
Firstly, the current system was simulated using PVSyst software to be able to examine the
system energy generations and losses. So, the logged data on PV generated power were
used to examine the system performance in comparison to executed simulations on
PVSyst software. As a result, it could be further demonstrated whether the current system
size is adequate for the logged apparent energy load demand or not.
Secondly, the logged data on PV generation and output apparent energy were used to
analyse the energy balance in the system through hourly calculations of input and output
energy flows through the day using Microsoft Excel.
Thirdly, the logged data on the state of charge of installed batteries were analysed by
plotting the frequency distribution of the daily state of charge and analysing its relation to
the daily energy flows and battery degradation. Also, an estimation model for the hourly
state of charge of batteries during the 4-day data logging was calculated on Microsoft excel
following the Coulomb counting method [28].
Fourthly, a simple sensitivity analysis was calculated to assess the effect of increasing the
installed PV array size and battery bank capacity on the system performance ratio and solar
fraction using 4 simulations on PVSyst software.
Fifthly, the logged data on output apparent power and output active power were used to
calculate the hourly power factor and reactive energy consumption using Microsoft Excel.
The calculated data together with the participant observations were used then to map the
main loads responsible for the reactive energy consumptions in the school. Afterwards, the
daily apparent energy consumption when replacing the mapped responsible loads was
calculated. In addition, a capacitive compensation for power factor correction was studied
to compensate the daily consumed reactive energy.
Finally, the logged data on apparent output energy were used to size a PV system using
Sandia labs pre-sizing quick 3-step procedure [29] and the PVSyst sizing tool to figure out
the optimum system size for the current load profiles. Also, the daily consumed apparent
energy after either replacing loads that have low power factors or after installing a
capacitive compensation was used to size a PV system using the PVSyst sizing tool to
figure out the optimum system size when eliminating the reactive energy consumption.
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4 Results
This section describes the outcomes of the conducted social study including the observed
actual behaviours of energy users and the resulted load profiles. It also shows the carriedout calculations using the logged data from the installed inverter, their relevance and their
energy balance analysis.
Moreover, few suggestions to system improvements are demonstrated. That include a
proposal to connect the water pump on a separate PV system to reduce the daily energy
demand in the school. Replacing the used light-emitting diode (LED) light bulbs to reduce
the reactive power caused by lighting is also demonstrated which showed a promising
potential for development. In addition, the system sizing is examined using the Sandia labs
quick sizing procedure [29] and the PVSyst software simulations.
Finally, the batteries state of charge and the happened accelerated degradation is analysed
through logged data.

Daily load profiles
4.1.1. Considering the school weekly timetable and daily routine
The school daily routine had 2 different structures corresponding to weekdays and
weekends. Table 4.1 shows the daily routine from Monday to Friday which include the
main electrical demands. The listed activities take place in different areas inside the school.
Therefore, for further understanding of the school set up, a simple illustration of the
school schematic is shown in Figure 4.1.
Table 4.1 Daily routine at Mavuno secondary school from Monday to Friday
Time
05:00
05:00 – 05:30
05:30 – 06:30
06:30 – 07:00
07:00 – 07:30
07:30 – 08:50
08:50 – 09:20
09:20 – 12:00
12:00 – 12:10
12:10 – 13:30
13:30 – 14:30
14:30 – 15:50
16:00 – 17:30
17:30 – 18:00
18:00 – 18:30
18:30 – 19:00
19:00 – 23:00
23:00

Events
Rising up
Bathing and dormitory cleanliness
Morning preparations
Cleanliness to respective areas
Assemble
Lessons
Breakfast
Lessons
Short break
Lessons
Lunch
Lessons
Weekly events (debate/contest/farming activities “shamba”/manual
work/discussion/sports & games and cleanliness)
Bathing
Supper
Fellowship
Night preparations
Going to bed

For the daily routine, the study focused only on weekdays as from the logged inverter data,
the daily consumptions on weekends were not very deviating in magnitude from the
measured load profiles in weekdays. It was calculated from logged data from the installed
inverter during the field work that the apparent energy consumption on Saturday 16 June
2018 and Sunday 17 June 2018 were respectively 25322 VAh and 30318 VAh. The halfhourly measured load profiles on Tuesday 19 June 2018 and Friday 22 June 2018 as will be
discussed in section 4.1.4 were respectively 28862 VAh and 22829 VAh.
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Figure 4.1 Simple illustration for Mavuno secondary school schematic as observed during the held field
work in June 2018
However, the distribution of loads on weekends was very unpredictable due to 2
fluctuating activities which are “ironing” and “entertainment night”. “Ironing” is when
students iron their clothes. As will be discussed in section 4.1.3, it happens on Sundays
around 11:00 for 4 hours (as understood from interviews) and was not quantifiable when
measured using the clamp multi-meter due to its fluctuating current consumption. The
“entertainment night” takes place on Saturdays from 19:00 to 23:00 inside the dining hall
replacing the night self-studies named “night preparations” during weekdays. The
“entertainment night” was interesting to observe where students either play music and
dance using a laptop and speakers as shown in Figure 4.2, or watch movies using a laptop,
a projector and speakers, or hold fashion shows. On the contrary, the “entertainment
night” is quantified later in section 4.1.3 based on an assumed worst-case scenario.

Figure 4.2 Students using a laptop and speakers for playing music and dancing at dark hours during
"entertainment night" in Mavuno secondary school
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The weekly timetable mainly included classes which take place in daytime on weekdays. It
was observed and also understood from interviews with teachers that classes usually do
not use electrical lights, but they use natural lights. That is except for an activity named
“morning preparations” which are classes taught by teachers that take place from 05:00 to
06:30 while it is still dark outside. Since the sunrise is around 07:00 as observed, those
particular classes use electric lights. The only classes that consume electricity during
daytime are the computer labs for running computers which do not take place on a daily
basis. Other than that, electrical loads during daytime are mainly used at the school office,
the teacher’s office and pumping water. In the school office, it is used for powering
laptops, phones and a printing machine. In the teachers’ office, it is used to power laptops
and phones. Other low electrical loads during daytime are lights in the kitchen inside the
dining hall as it does not receive much natural lights, lights in some toilets where it can be
dark and appliances in the matron’s house such as a radio and a phone that can be turned
on by sick girls.
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4.1.2. Participant observations and semi-structured interviews on
energy users’ behaviours
The followings are the participant observations on load behaviours different from what an
“outsider” would expect when looking at the school daily routine. The participant
observations and held interviews were done by the researcher in June 2018 during the field
work. They aimed to understand the load patterns, quantify user-based load profiles and
examine the utilization of produced electricity. They proved that energy users were not
exactly following the daily routine. It was observed that social actors affect the electricity
consumption in Mavuno secondary school in the following ways.
As shown in Figure 4.3, some lights were left on during daytime despite sufficient daylight
and no-use of the illuminated spaces. As usual, energy users sometimes forget to turn off
the lights. Some interviewees also admitted that this happens by different energy users and
not only by students. Forgetting lights on is a universal human factor that is affected by
different social aspects. That is why it shall better be accepted and reacted on rather than
be avoided or neglected. For example, some educational institutions install motion sensors
to control the lights in classrooms and auditoriums.

Figure 4.3 Lights left on during daytime in dormitories (up) and inside the computer lab (bottom) in
Mavuno secondary school
No user will mention that he or she leaves the lights turned on when he or she is not
around. Consequently, such behaviour introduces an uncertainty which can affect survey17

based load data if any. That is why participant observations had the advantage of
discovering such uncertainties rather than when using surveys to collect the primary data.
Forgetting lights turned on introduced an uncertainty which affected both the modularload analysis and the half-hourly load measurements as will be discussed in respectively
section 4.1.3 section 4.1.4. That is because it should not be expected that lights are turned
on during daytime or when there is no one around and thus the created load profiles did
not consider turned on lights during daytime. Technologies that resolve such a challenge
for example motion sensors in this case can be recommended. It was understood from
interviews that there is a team of girls responsible for making sure that lights are turned off
when not needed. Therefore, further educating the energy users (students, staff members
and workers in this case) on how to avoid this challenge can also be a potential solution.
The solution based on education can still have uncertainties such as the already observed
as stopping to forget lights turned on can be a long social change process. In this case,
oversizing can still be a solution, but with a higher initial cost. Further education though
can be very effective from the point of view that it involves the energy users in the process
of responsible consumerism for the sake of system preservation and sustainability.
Through interviews, it was understood that the same team of girls responsible for checking
the lights is also responsible to turn on and off the “security lights”. It was observed and
also mentioned in interviews that the times when those students turn on the “security
lights” is linked to their daily routine that is mentioned in Table 4.1. They do it around
18:30 after they finish their dinner and while heading to classrooms for “fellowship”
(prayers) and for “night preparations” (night self-studies) afterwards. So, they basically do
it between 2 different activities in the daily routine which also makes sense. Sometimes,
they even turn them on before 18:30. Figure 4.4 shows the natural illumination at 17:45
(the upper photo) while students are turning on the “security lights” however it was still
not very dark. Also, it shows the natural illumination at 05:45 (the bottom photo) which is
quite satisfactory to start turning off the “security lights”, but students do it around 07:00
when they finish cleaning the school areas and before they start their daily assemble.

Figure 4.4 Natural illumination at 17:45 (up) and at 05:45 (bottom) in Mavuno secondary school
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It should be noticed that the natural illumination in Figure 4.4 were during the dry season
in Tanzania when the field work was done in June 2018. The natural illuminations can be
less though during the rainy seasons as described by school staff in the interviews.
Tanzania has 4 seasons correspond to 2 dry seasons from January to February and June to
October and 2 wet seasons from November to December and March to May.
Some areas at the school had dark corridors as shown in Figure 4.5 such as the kitchen
inside the dining hall and the toilets. They also have the same challenge of turned on lights
during daytime which makes more sense in this case, but it still introduces uncertainties for
the load profiles. Dark corridors introduce the idea that lights should not always be
assumed turned off during daytime.

Figure 4.5 Areas with dark corridors during daytime in Mavuno secondary school such as toilets 1 (up)
and the kitchen inside the dining hall (bottom)
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Some lights were left on during the whole night. Through observations, students
sometimes leave the lights for “toilets inside the dining hall” on as shown in Figure 4.6
which is quite normal in such dark areas at night. Some of the 181 girls goes to toilets
during night which is normal for human beings. They use those particular toilets at night as
they are closer to their dormitories. It also makes sense when such big number of students
go to such few numbers of toilets (around 20) to find the lights on during night especially
that it is very dark outside. In addition, it was understood from interviews that the school
is enrolling more students in 2019 so it will have 4 forms instead of 3 and thus the school
will have a total of 260 enrolled students instead of 181 as observed in June 2018. Besides,
the majority of interviewees did not know about that behaviour and thus that emphasizes
the importance of monitoring the load behaviour during night-time when everyone is
theoretically supposed to be a sleep and when the batteries are maximumly discharged.

Figure 4.6 Lights left on during night in toilets inside the dining hall in Mavuno secondary school
The daily routine assumed that students finish their “night preparations” (night selfstudies) at 23:00 and also start sleeping at 23:00 which is practically impossible. Participant
observations showed that students take some time to switch off the lights inside
classrooms then head to dormitories. They also go to toilets before they sleep, which is
very natural, and they do their prayers inside dormitories before they sleep. Consequently,
it took them around 30 min before they sleep during which they consumed electricity. The
staff interviewees did not also sound to know much about this observation which
introduces the idea that school staff should simulate the daily routine first before
implementing it. Some students mentioned that they perceive the few hours of sleeping
(theoretically 6 hours from 23:00 to 05:00 and practically around 5.5 hours from 23:30 to
05:00 as observed) as a challenge. They said during the interview, “A human body should
rest for 8 hours”. The shortening of sleeping hours was aimed to dedicate more night
hours for the self-studies.
Some activities were not time-limited such as the “ironing”. “Ironing” shown in Figure 4.7
took the students around 6 hours from 11:15 till 17:15 on Sunday 1 July 2018 consuming
significant energy. However, it should have taken 4 hours from 12:00 to 16:00 according to
the responses by staff interviewees. It was even observed that the inverter suddenly shut
down on Sunday 1 July 2018 around 18:30. That can be as the batteries might have not
been charged during the daytime because of the excessive ironing.
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Figure 4.7 Students ironing clothes on Sunday 1 July 2018 in Mavuno secondary school
In addition, pumping water was not also a time-bounded activity and was not regulated. A
multi-stage submersible pump is used to pump water from underground rain-water
collector tanks to elevated tanks which then feed the school with water using gravity. The
used NKm 2/3 pump was manufactured by Pedrollo and works with a frequency of
50 Hz, a flow rate up to 1.33 L/s, a head up to 58 m, a rated capacity of 0.75 kW and a
maximum power of 1300 W [30]. The elevated tanks at the school are fixed on a height of
6 to 8 meters. In addition, water overflows from the elevated tanks as shown in Figure 4.8
were sometimes experienced by the researcher for up to 20 minutes a time until the worker
is back noticing that a tank is full. That is because it is only a worker who operates the
water pump using the PV system whenever he sees by his eyes that one of the elevated
tanks is approaching to become empty. Then he turns it off when he sees that the elevated
tank is full. There are no water sensors that sense the water level and thus, it is definite that
using only rigid eyes to monitor the water level inside tanks introduces uncertainties. The
observed water overflows mean loss of generated solar electricity and loss of collected
water, which is precious in rural areas.

Figure 4.8 Observed water overflow from the elevated tanks during pumping in Mavuno secondary school
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School buildings were not all built at the same time and that is always how it works in such
developing project in rural areas as expressed by some interviewees. Once donations
money is available, the organisations start to proceed with some parts of the plan until
more money is available afterwards and so on. Consequently, school loads and appliances
are not homogeneous as they sound. For example, classrooms 1 to 7 were newer than
classrooms 8 and 9. Thus, the used light bulbs in were different in each of them so they do
not have the same rated power or power factor. Even inside the same classroom, the used
light bulbs were mixed. That information is important for the school management to
understand that similar loads do not necessarily mean having the same electric
consumption such as classes.
It was understood from held interviews that some activities will probably consume more
energy in the near future such as the laboratories which were not equipped with scientific
devices during the study. Therefore, their electrical consumption will increase in the future
once the donations money is available for that purpose. In addition, classrooms 8 and 9
were not in use during the study but they were measured so as to inform the school
management about their consumption when they start to use them in the future. That will
happen soon as understood from interviews according to the school plan which aims to
enrol more students in the future for Form 5 and 6.
It was observed that some consumption behaviours are variable such as in the matron’s
house which is used for sick girls and the matron herself and can sometimes host
volunteers as well. As a result, its electrical consumption is not always constant as the loads
included inside are very variable and depend on the guests inside who are also variable. In
addition, the school office and the teachers’ office included very variable loads and
consumption patterns and thus they were considered as if they are operating with a full
capacity.
Some workers wanted on one day to connect a welding machine to the PV system during
noon time as shown in Figure 4.9. They needed to use it in constructing a metal tower to
carry future new elevated tanks. The load of the welding machine was not considered
when sizing the PV system and the workers did not even know its power capacity as it was
locally made. They also did not know for how long they will use it. Eventually, they did not
connect it based on the researcher’s advice. Thus, they connected it to the grid electricity
(Tanesco) which is already existing in the school powering the teachers’ and the
volunteers’ residences. To further examine the favourability of using the grid electricity,
the cost of grid electricity was calculated based on provided topping-up receipts and
interview responses by the school staff. The grid electricity costed then 0.14 $/kWh as
calculated regardless the grid connection costs. That is compared to 0.34 $/kWh for
generated solar electricity as calculated by Tuccella [12]. Thus, the grid electricity had a
lower cost of electricity than the levelized cost of the generated solar electricity.
In the same line, only some of the interviewees answered that they know what practices
can harm the PV system sustainability. It was clear though that their answers were affected
by the presence of the researcher and inspired by former discussions with the researcher
during taking measurements. Consequently, relevant energy users should be educated on
how not to overload the installed PV off-grid systems. They should be taught what factors
can accelerate the degradation of installed battery bank and what load capacities can fully
discharge the batteries to be avoided and thus sustain the needed daily energy. This is the
only efficient way to maintain responsible use of the generated electricity and the PV
system.
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Figure 4.9 Workers working on welding a new metal tower for new elevated tanks (up) using a welding
machine (bottom) intended to be connected to the PV system in Mavuno secondary school

4.1.3. School modular-load units at full school capacity
From participant observations and held interviews, the school loads were categorized into
29 different units or activities. That is excluding the demand for an installed ultraviolet
water filter as it was very small in capacity (21 W) and it only operates for around 1 hour a
week with no fixed schedule. The electrical alternating current for these different units
were measured using the UNI-T UT200A clamp multi-meter [27] upon their respective
switches in the distribution boards. Their apparent power is calculated afterwards by
multiplying the measured electrical current by the inverter output voltage.
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The measurements were taken while the existence of only 54 students (1 form) when the
researcher was on site, representing 30 % out of enrolled 181 students (3 forms). The
other 2 forms were in summer holidays while Form 2 students (54 students) had to attend
classes in the school and prepare for national exams at that time. That did not affect the
measurements of the modular-load units as their load consumptions were solely simulated
and measured by the researcher. That means some measurements were taken regardless of
the number of energy users. For example, a “classroom” as a load unit will consume the
same amount of energy if it hosted 1 student or 45 students (its current full capacity).
Other measurements were simulated as operating in full capacity with maximum number
of energy users such as the school office and teachers’ office. For the 2 offices, all lights
were turned on and maximum number of laptops and phone chargers where connected to
simulate the full capacity during measurements. The modular units can then be considered
as representing the school in full capacity.
The 29 different units were divided into 20 basic loads or “must-runs” during weekdays, 8
extra loads that can be added to the basic load and 1 variable load which is “ironing”. In
addition, the modular-load units took into consideration the worst-case scenario when the
energy users maximumly consume those units so as to achieve more sustainable sizing in
the future. The worst-case scenario was extrapolated from the participant observations and
held interviews. Table 4.2 shows the 20 used basic modular-load units at Mavuno
secondary school and their measured apparent energy consumption in alphabetical order.
Table 4.3 shows the extra 8 modular-load units which were not considered as part of the
regular basic load. As mentioned earlier, the study considered the apparent power not the
active power to be able to consider the consumed reactive energy.
Table 4.2 Basic 20 modular-load units for weekdays at Mavuno secondary school
Module
Classroom 1
Classroom 2
Classroom 3
Classroom 4
Classroom 5
Classroom 6
Classroom 7
Dining hall
Dormitory 1.1
Dormitory 1.2
Dormitory 2
Kitchen inside dining hall
Matron’s house
Pumping water
School office
Solar system control room
Security lights
Teachers’ office
Toilets inside dining hall
Toilets 1 and 2

Apparent power [VA]
182±15
182±15
182±15
182±15
182±15
182±15
182±15
603±24
154±15
235±16
920±30
101±14
419±20
1035±32
253±17
76±13
1419±40
598±23
161±15
361±19

Elaborations
12 light bulbs
12 light bulbs
12 light bulbs
12 light bulbs
12 light bulbs
12 light bulbs
12 light bulbs
48 light bulbs
20 light bulbs and a laptop
20 light bulbs
56 light bulbs
4 light bulbs and a phone
3 light bulbs, a phone and a radio
One pump with variable operating hours
6 light bulbs, 4 laptops and a copy machine
2 light bulbs, 2 laptops and 2 routers
72 outdoor light bulbs
3 light bulbs and 5 laptops
11 light bulbs
24 light bulbs

The generated daily load profile based on this modular load analysis is shown in Figure
4.10 accounting for a daily apparent energy consumption of 48834 VAh. It shows the daily
distribution of the 20 basic modular units following the daily routine and optimized upon
the observed energy users’ behaviour. The optimisation factors were extracted from the
participant observation discussed in section 4.1.2 to meet the worst-case scenarios of
durations and magnitudes of consumptions. That is because the behaviours of the energy
users were observed deviating from the daily routine as mentioned in section 4.1.2.
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For durations for example, the modular graph assumes energy consumption between 23:00
and 23:30 because students are sometimes observed going to toilets before sleeping. The
modular load profile is then compared later to the 2 half-hourly measured consumptions in
Figure 4.12 in section 4.1.4. It should be noticed that each time step refers to the
upcoming 30 minutes so for example dormitories operate for 30 minutes from 05:00 to
05:30 and for other 30 minutes from 23:00 to 23:30. It is clear in Figure 4.10 that the
“security lights” consume the maximum amount of daily energy accounting for around
35 % of the school daily modular load profile.
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Figure 4.10 Weekdays basic modular-load profile in apparent power for Mavuno secondary school
The participant observations were very useful in identifying the users’ behaviours especially
towards the modular units that have variable operation hours such as “pumping water”.
Therefore, “pumping water” was observed to last for around 3 hours every day on average
during noon time. In addition, the held semi-structured interviews enabled the
identification of the extra 8 modular-load units that use or can potentially use the available
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devices and were not taking place during the participant observations. They can be then
added to the basic loads in the future.
Table 4.3 Extra 8 modular-load units to the basic loads at Mavuno secondary school
Module

Apparent power
[VA]
Chemistry lab 807±28
Classroom 8
683±25
Classroom 9
681±25
Computer lab 1541±42
Entertainment 1143±34
night

Elaborations

Frequency of usage
Not yet
Not used
Not used
1-hour twice a week
Once a week on
Saturdays

Library
Physics lab
Presentations

32 light bulbs and a laptop
12 light bulbs
12 light bulbs
5 light bulbs and 38 laptops for 1 hour
Toilets inside dining hall, lights in
dining hall, a projector, a speaker and a
laptop
12 light bulbs and a laptop
32 light bulbs and a laptop
A projector, a laptop and a speaker

557±23
858±29
380±19

Variable
Not yet
Rarely

It should be noticed that the units are solely considered. For examples, the unit
“presentations” refers only to the task of giving a presentation using a projector, a laptop
and a speaker. It does not consider the lighting needed for venues where presentations are
held. Therefore, if a presentation will take place in a classroom then the lighting
consumption for that particular classroom may be added, or if held inside the dining hall
then lighting consumption of the dining hall is added, or if held during the daytime then
no lighting load should be needed maybe.
It can be noticed also that classrooms 1 to 7 have lower energy consumption than
classrooms 8 and 9. That is despite the fact that they all had the same number of light
bulbs as observed and each one of them fit the same number of students of around 45
students representing 1 stream. That is due to that fact that those classrooms were newly
built as understood from interviews. Thus, the other 7 classrooms have more efficient light
bulbs. Thus, a classroom 1 to 7 consumes around 73 % less apparent energy than a
classroom 8 to 9. The light bulbs at the 7 classrooms were not replaced yet though due to
the limited financial capability.
For the quantification of the “entertainment night”, the assumed worst-case scenario is as
follows. It was assumed that the lights inside the dining hall, the toilets inside the dining
hall, a laptop, a speaker and a projector are all used together.
Finally, “ironing” was a load unit that had variable current consumptions when measured.
Thus, it was separately studied so as to be quantified from the point of view of cause and
effect. “Ironing” during which 3 ironing machines are used was measured on 1 July 2018
using the same clamp multi-meter [27]. The problem is that the clamp multi-meter did not
show any stable readings. Its alternating current consumption was very fluctuating between
4 A, 8 A and 12 A which are multiples of 4 A. That makes it very hard to quantify. It could
be assumed that the average electrical current consumption of each ironing machine is 4 A,
but it would not be accurate enough to build up on. It can be explained that the ironing
machine consumes more power when its coil is colder than needed temperature, and when
it reaches the desired temperature, it goes to an inactive status and so on. To quantify the
effect of ironing, Figure 4.11 shows logged inverter data for the output apparent power on
Sunday 1 July 2018. “Ironing” which as observed lasted for 6 hours from 11:15 to 17:15
can be noticed through the very frequent fluctuations of power consumption at that
period. It was fairly the only electricity consuming activity at that time when observed.
Then from calculations, its effect accounted to an hourly consumption of 761.8 VAh
(3.3 A electrical current consumption on average). Yet, this value is not considered as the
typical consumption of “ironing” but rather an observed effect of “ironing”.
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Figure 4.11 Logged data on output apparent power from the inverter on Sunday 1 July 2018 at Mavuno
secondary school

4.1.4. Half-hourly measured load profiles at 30 % school capacity
Figure 4.12 shows the half-hourly measured apparent power for 2 weekdays Tuesday 19
June 2018 and Friday 22 June 2018 during 30 % school capacity. That is together with the
same load curve from Figure 4.10 that has been created based on the modular units at
100 % capacity. The figure shows that the half-hourly measured graphs fairly follow the
same pattern. The overall apparent energy consumptions on 19 June 2018 and 22 June
2018 were respectively 28862 VAh and 22829 VAh.
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Figure 4.12 Half-hourly measured load profiles for 2 weekdays at 30 % school capacity versus conformed
modular daily load profiles at 100 % school capacity
The daily routine as mentioned in Table 4.1 and as noticed in Figure 4.12 starts at 05:00
when the students have to wake up which is clear at the measured graphs where electrical
loads suddenly start to increase. Students start their day with bathing in toilets and cleaning
their dormitories which both use electrical light as it is still dark outside at this time.
Irregular spikes can then be noticed around 05:00 as students sometimes turn on the light
at dormitories when they wake up. The modular graph assumes that they always turn on
the lights in dormitories when they wake up according to the daily routine.
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Students then go to classrooms for what is called “morning preparations” for 1 hour
between 05:30 and 06:30 using electrical lights as well. Afterwards, students clean the
respective school areas including gardens, classrooms and the dining hall. Consequently,
lights are on in all classrooms (7 classrooms × 12 light bulbs), in the dining hall (48 light
bulbs), in toilets 1 and 2 (24 light bulbs) and in outdoor areas as “security lights” (72 light
bulbs).
From 12:00 to 19:00, it is shown at the measured graphs that there was a variable nonregulated activity. This activity is “pumping water” which played a crucial role in the
system consumption. From participant observations, the pump was assumed at the
modular graph to operate for 3 hours every day from 13:00 to 16:00. That to make use of
excess generated electricity if any that might be lost if batteries were full at noon time.
It can be noticed that the modular graph is different from the measured graphs in
magnitude and durations. Differences in durations were discussed in section 4.1.3.
For differences in magnitudes, the modular units were conformed to follow the daily
routine in the worst-case scenario in terms of power consumption. The modular graph is
then purposely higher than the measured graph from 00:00 to 05:00 by around 500 VAh as
it assumes that lights for “toilets inside the dining hall” are tuned on during the whole
night. That was concluded from the participant observations as mentioned in section 4.1.2.
The modular graph is also intentionally higher than the measured graph from 07:00 to
19:00 by around 500 VAh because the school office and the teachers’ office were observed
as well as confirmed during interviews not to have regular load profiles. Therefore, the
worst-case scenarios were assumed for both offices at the modular graph. They are
assumed to be operating with full capacity where maximum number of lights bulbs,
laptops and phone chargers are used.
It is also intentionally higher by around 2000 VAh from 19:00 till 23:00 because it is the
“night preparations” time when students go for self-study after school hours by their own
in classrooms. The observations and interview responses on that particular activity showed
that they usually use all the available classrooms so that they can get more privacy and
more quiet spots. However, they were not using all the available 7 classrooms during
measurements. Since observations showed that they sometimes use all classrooms, the
modular graph followed the worst-case scenario by assuming that all 7 classrooms are inuse during that time. It should also be noticed that classrooms 8 and 9 were observed not
equipped and not used and therefore were not included in the modular load either.
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4.1.5. Validating the half-hourly measured load profiles by
inverter data logging
To validate the half-hourly measured load profiles by the clamp multi-meter in section
4.1.4, inverter data on output apparent power were logged through the software
WatchPower during the field work for the same both days Tuesday 19 June 2018 and
Friday 22 June 2018.
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For differences in pattern, Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show that the half-hourly measured
data were not very deviating from the logged inverter data. It can only be noticed that the
graphs are shifted for some hours which can be due to the way the software stores the
data. For the differences in magnitudes, the measured and the logged daily apparent energy
for 19 June 2018 were respectively 28862 VAh and 24404 VAh. The measured and the
logged daily apparent energy for 22 June 2018 were respectively 22829 VAh and
15771 VAh. The reason why the logged energy demand was significantly less than the
measured demand for 22 June 2018 is that there were missing data from the software. It
should be noticed that all these data correspond to 30 % school capacity as during those 2
days, the school had holidays for 2 out of 3 enrolled forms.
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Figure 4.13 Half-hourly measured apparent load power using the clamp multi-meter versus inverter logged
data through the WatchPower software for Tuesday 19 June 2018
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Figure 4.14 Half-hourly measured apparent load power using the clamp multi-meter versus inverter logged
data through the WatchPower software for Friday 22 June 2018
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4.1.6. Inverter logged load profiles at 100 % school capacity
To evaluate the school demand at full capacity, inverter data were logged afterwards when
all the students were back from holidays. Figure 4.15 shows the logged output apparent
power data for 4 weekdays from 10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018 when the school is working
in full capacity (181 students). It shows that it follows the same pattern for both the halfhourly measured data at 30 % school capacity (54 students) and the modular unit analysis
at 100 % school capacity both shown in Figure 4.12.
From logged inverter data, the daily apparent energy consumptions from 10 July 2018 to
13 July 2018 at full capacity were respectively 31358 VAh, 32042 VAh, 25819 VAh and
28001 VAh. For the 2 measured weekdays at 30 % capacity 19 June 2018 and 22 June
2018, they were respectively 28862 VAh and 22829 VAh. Consequently, the apparent
energy consumptions during 100 % school capacity were not very different in magnitude
from their counterpart during only 30 % school capacity.
It can be demonstrated from Figure 4.15 that the largest energy demands are during the
dark hours (19:00 till 07:00) which is used for “security lights” (72 light bulbs), lights inside
classrooms for “night preparations” (7 classrooms × 12 light bulbs) and lights inside
toilets. The “security lights” though account alone for 58 % of the average daily apparent
energy use unlike 35 % of the daily modular load profile as mentioned in section 4.1.3.
Also, the “cleaning of respective areas” activity can be noticed at 07:00 when students turn
on the lights in the toilets, in the classrooms and in the dining hall. It can also be noticed
that the readings were interrupted on 12 July 2018, so it shows no output apparent power
from 11:00 to 18:00 which can be due to inverter or software failure. For instance, the
inverter was observed once to shut down by itself and has to be manually restarted. In
addition, the software will not be able to record the readings if the laptop is shut down.
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Figure 4.15 Inverter logged data on output apparent power for full capacity school during 4 weekdays from
10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018
During daytime, lights are not used much except in some areas and corridors with less
sunlight such as in some toilets and in the “kitchen inside the dining hall”. However, some
spikes can still be noticed between 12:00 and 15:00 which refers to the water pump as
discussed earlier in section 4.1.2.
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System evaluation
4.2.1. The resultant power of installing mismatched PV modules
The resulted overall energy specifications of the installed mismatched PV modules are as
shown in Figure 4.16. The 2 extra PV modules were firstly connected in series together to
form 1 string and then the string is connected in parallel to the already existing 12 strings.
Since the new string is connected in parallel, it added current and thus added energy, but
some voltages were lost from the old strings due to the mismatched connection. That
affected the overall equivalent voltage to drop from 73.4 V (old string voltage) to 71.4 V
(new string voltage) as the dominant voltage in parallel connection is the minimum
voltage. Thus, the lost 2 V is reflected into 127.7 W (old string current 5.32 A × lost
voltage 2 V × number of old strings 12).
However, the gained extra current from the added string (4.89 A) added 349.1 W (new
string current 4.89 A × overall voltage 71.4 V × number of added stings 1). So, the overall
generated power is increased by 221.5 W (added power 349.1 W – lost power 127.7 W).
Thus, the resultant current array size is 4.9 kW (old 4.68 kW + gained 0.2215 kW).

Figure 4.16 Specifications of connected mismatched PV modules in Mavuno secondary school
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4.2.2. System simulation using PVSyst software

Global horizontal irradiation [(kWh/m2)/day]

The current system was simulated in PVSyst software. The logged inverter data for the
output apparent power from 10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018 shown in Error! Reference s
ource not found. were averaged and used as input electrical load profile at PVSyst
software simulation. It was assumed that the load is constant during the whole year. Since
there is no nearby weather station to measure the received irradiation, the daily solar global
horizontal irradiation data were fetched from different databases for the school location at
latitude -1.573481 and longitude 31.055935 and averaged as shown in Figure 4.17. The
used databases are:
1. Photovoltaic geographical information system with the satellite application facility
on climate monitoring (PVGIS-CMSAF).
2. PVGIS irradiation data set calculated by CMSAF and PVGIS (PVGIS-SARAH).
3. Meteonorm dataset through PVSyst software.
4. NASA dataset through PVSyst software.
5. National Renewable Energy Labs (NREL) dataset through HOMER Pro software
[31].
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Figure 4.17 Daily global horizontal irradiation for the location of Mavuno secondary school from different
datasets and their average
The simulation boundary conditions are 10° for the tilt angle (the same as in the site [12])
and default project settings for operation temperatures. The system components were not
included in the software database so the specifications for the PV modules were entered
while the specifications for the batteries were interpolated to the most similar batteries in
the database. PVSyst provided a universal charge controller that adopts with the standalone systems, so it was used during simulations.
Figure 4.18 shows the resulted normalized energy production, energy lost and energy
missing per installed kilowatt. There is some amount of generated but unused PV energy
as shown which is the potentially available energy at the array output but could not be used
because the system is saturated, and batteries are full (mainly during noon time at Mavuno
secondary school PV system). It can be noticed that there are some PV array losses
resulting to an average performance ratio of 0.69 which is reasonable. Performance ratio is
the ratio between the actual PV generation versus the theoretical possible energy outputs
regardless of orientation or received irradiation [16]. According to the manual of PVSyst
software, PV array losses include the wiring, thermal, module quality, shading, dirt and lack
of maximum power point tracking losses.
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Normalized energy [kWh/(kW·d)]

The missed energy refers to user needs that were not met by the PV system resulting to an
average solar fraction of 0.58 which is quite low. Solar fraction is the ratio between the
energy supplied to the user by the PV system and the total energy supplied to the user.
However, from observations, the system supplied the school with all energy needs except
non-typical power outages for few times when the inverter cut off the supply to the loads.
Therefore, the energy balance in the system is further discussed later in section 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.18 Normalized production for the PV system in Mavuno secondary school as simulated by
PVSyst
Figure 4.19 shows the simulated solar fraction referring to the percentage of met user
needs versus the batteries state of charge at end of interval. The simulated average state of
charge at end of interval is 37 % and it reaches 20 % twice on January and November. It
can be noticed that the solar fraction increases when the state of charge decreases from
May to September. It can also be noticed that the solar fraction increases during the dry
season in Tanzania from June to October.
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Figure 4.19 PVSyst simulated solar fraction versus state of charge at end of interval for the installed PV
system in Mavuno secondary school
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4.2.3. Evaluating the energy balance in the system
Dunlop et al. published recommendations to maintain a longer life span for batteries in
small off-grid PV systems [24]. They were a result of more than a decade’s work on
batteries at the Florida solar energy centre and in cooperation with Sandia national
laboratories [24]. Writing about valve-regulated lead-acid batteries (which was the used
technology in Mavuno school in the past), they emphasized on the importance of
maintaining a high state of charge [24]. They also emphasized on system sizing with an
array to load ration of at least 1.3 to ensure there is enough energy available from the array
to charge the batteries [24]. Array to load ratio is the amount of daily generated PV energy
versus the daily load needs. Therefore, the hourly energy balance in the system is analysed
to examine how deep and how often are the batteries discharged.
Figure 4.20 shows the calculated energy balance in the system using the inverter logged
data from 10 to 13 July 2018. The energy in the middle colored in orange during the
daytime is the excess PV generated energy that should charge the batteries. That means it
should be enough to supply the 2 energy gaps on the right and left sides representing
respectively night, morning and evening times. The average daily PV generation during the
4 days was 16593 Wh while the average logged daily apparent energy load was 29305 VAh
what accounts for an array to load ratio of only 0.6. Therefore, the battery bank is assumed
to compensate the less solar production on a daily basis by supplying extra energy. This
can be through reaching higher DOD.
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Figure 4.20 Calculated energy balance of the PV system in Mavuno secondary school
A closer look into the energy flow through the day shows the followings:
1. The amount of excess PV energy representing the hill coloured in orange in the
graph is around 11040 Wh on average which is the used to charge the batteries.
2. Meanwhile, the batteries supplied the loads with 23752 VAh on a daily average.
3. That results into a missing load energy of 12712 VAh which should be supplied by
the installed battery bank which has a capacity of 28800 Wh. Since the battery bank
only receives 11040 Wh on a daily average, then the batteries should reach high
DOD especially during mornings. Yet, the system cannot keep operating if it is in
imbalance.
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4.2.4. Analysing inverter data (10 to 13 July 2018) of batteries
state of charge
To examine the batteries discharge rates and thus estimate the life time for the batteries
during such load behaviour, the logged data for 13 July 2018 on batteries state of charge,
PV input power and output apparent power are plotted in Figure 4.21.
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It can be observed that the battery bank capacity keeps decreasing due to the demand of
“security lights” at night until 07:00 when the sun rises so it starts to recharge again. In
general, the loads during day time are not significant while the PV generation is at its peak
so that is the time when the batteries start recharging again. The energy flow during the
day is as follows:
1. During morning, the loads are ending from a high demand at night to a higher
demand at morning and to a lower demand in daytime. That is while the PV energy
is starting to be generated but in low levels less than the needed loads. The
batteries are reaching higher DOD due to the long operation during evening time.
Thus, both batteries’ low left stored energy and low generated PV energy supply
the still significant loads.
2. During daytime, the loads demand is quite low while the PV generated energy is
significantly higher than the needed loads. So, the generated PV energy firstly
supplies the loads and thus the batteries do not discharge, and the remaining PV
generated energy is used to charge the batteries.
3. During early evening time, loads start to be quite significant while PV generation is
low, and batteries are already charged during the day time, so both the PV low
generated energy and the batteries stored energy supply the loads.
4. During late evening and night hours, there is no PV generated energy while the
batteries are still in high state of discharge and the load demand is high, so the
loads are supplied by only the battery stored energy.
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Figure 4.21 Inverter logged PV generation, output apparent power and batteries capacity on 13 July 2018
Figure 4.22 shows the pattern of the average batteries state of charge during the day from
10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018. With this system capacity (4.9 kW) and with the new installed
battery bank on 18 May 2018 (600 Ah), it can be noticed that the capacity decreased till it
reached a minimum of 43 % on 12 July 2018 around 07:13 in the morning. The state of
charge reached a maximum of 100 % during noon times. The average state of charge
during dark hours though was 70 % while it was 91 % during daytime and 81 % in overall.
Such state of charges if were true, then the batteries are working in healthy conditions and
thus they could survive for longer lifetime. That is because the DOD of lead-acid batteries
is inversely proportional to the number of cycles [16]. It can be noticed in both Figure 4.21
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and Figure 4.22 that the battery bank is charging during dark hours which is not possible
and represents an error in the reading.
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Figure 4.22 Logged batteries’ state of charge pattern from 10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018

Frequesncy of occurrance [%]

Figure 4.23 shows the frequency distribution of logged battery bank state of charge during
the 4 days from 10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018. It shows that the capacity was below or equal
50 % for 1 % of the times while it was between 50 % and 70 % for 34 % of the time. The
validity of those figures is further discussed in section 4.2.5.
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Figure 4.23 Frequency distribution of logged batteries state of charge from 10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018

4.2.5. Proof examining the state of charge of the installed battery
bank
A model which estimates the hourly state of charge using the logged data from 10 July
2018 to 13 July 2018 was created. It follows the Coulomb counting method where the
batteries’ discharge current is used to estimate the state of charge [28]. The Coulomb
counting estimation method has several factors that affect its accuracy such as the
discharge current, the cycle life, the battery history and temperature [28]. The estimated
values are mentioned in Table A.2 in Error! Reference source not found..
The state of charge can be calculated by [28]
𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝑡) = 𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝑡 − 1) +

𝐼(𝑡)
∆𝑡
𝑄𝑛

Equation 4.1
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Where 𝑆𝑂𝐶(𝑡 − 1) is the previously estimated state of charge value, 𝐼(𝑡) is the
discharging current, 𝑄𝑛 is the battery capacity (600 Ah) and ∆𝑡 is the time interval (1 hour
in the model).
The model assumed that the batteries get fully charged by 16:00 using the excess generated
PV energy during the daytime while no unused energy losses. It also assumes that the
inverter allows maximum DOD of 80 % as already set [12]. The frequency distribution of
the estimated state of charge as shown in Figure 4.24 included more higher state of charge
unlike the logged state of charge shown in Figure 4.23. That can be due to the various
factors that affect the accuracy of the estimation method in addition to the fact that the
efficiency losses were neglected.
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Figure 4.24 Frequency distribution of estimated batteries state of charge from 10 July 2018 to 13 July
2018 based on the Coulomb counting method

Suggestions for possible improvements
4.3.1. Loads priority analysis
Possibly as concluded from the participant observations, held interviews, measurements
and calculations, a priority analysis is useful to quantify the school loads. That will help the
school management in deciding how to prioritize their electrical loads based on their
benefits versus costs and impact on system degradation. The school management should
also take into consideration the cost of PV generated electricity when prioritizing the loads
which is 0.34 $/kWh [12] while the cost of grid electricity was calculated as 0.14 $/kWh
(neglecting grid connection costs). Even if the grid electricity is cheaper, it is reliability
should also be considered. Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 show how modular-load units can
visually be quantified. Figure 4.25 quantifies the modular units according to their apparent
energy consumption in 1 hour while Figure 4.26 shows their actual observed number of
weekly operation hours.
Consequently, loads should afterwards be prioritized based on their quantifiable benefits.
It is clear that all those modular-load units cannot be used together on one day as they all
combined consume far more apparent energy than possible to provide by the current
installed PV system capacity. It can also be noticed that the most consuming modular-load
units in terms of energy consumption per hour are in order “security lights”, “computer
lab” and “ironing”. At the same time, the “control room” had the maximum number of
operation hours but with a very low power consumptions as shown in Figure 4.25.
Afterwards come “school office”, “teachers’ office”, “security lights” and “kitchen”.
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Figure 4.25 Quantifying modular-load units according to their apparent energy consumption of the for 1
hour at Mavuno secondary school
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Figure 4.26 Quantifying modular units according to their observed weekly operation hours at Mavuno
secondary school
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4.3.2. Replacing the light bulbs to reduce reactive power
Through logged inverter data from 10 to 13 July 2018, it was observed that the school
loads had significantly low power factors especially for the light bulbs. Reactive energy is
the amount of non-useful energy consumed as a form of heat for example in-line with the
useful active energy. Reactive and active energy together summed, they represent the total
amount of consumed energy named “apparent energy” (reflects to the inverter output
energy in this case).
Figure 4.27 a, b, c and d show both the output apparent power and output active power
from 10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018. It is clear that the main time when reactive power is
high is during dark hours from 19:00 till 07:00 when the light bulbs are turned on inside
the campus as “security lights” and inside the classrooms for “night preparations”. That is
why it was recommended to either replace those light bulbs with ones that have higher
power factor or to install a capacitive load compensation to correct the power factor.
Thus, eliminating the consumed non-useful reactive energy, saving the generated solar
electricity and preserving the battery bank.
The overall average power factor for the 4 logged days was around 0.46 which is
significantly low. The average power factor from 07:00 to 19:00 was 0.65 while it was 0.28
during the other half of the day when electricity is mainly used for lighting.
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Figure 4.27 Logged inverter data on load apparent power and active power from 10 July 2018 to 13 July
2018 (clockwise) in Mavuno secondary school
Microsoft Excel calculations were performed to estimate the daily apparent power demand
if the light bulbs were replaced with ones that have a power factor of 0.80. The assumed
power factor is only 0.80 due to the lack of local availability of high-quality appliances, so it
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could be hard to find light bulbs with a power factor higher than 0.80 in the local market.
Figure 4.28 shows the logged average output apparent power without power factor
correction. That is together with the apparent power that would be needed if the average
power factor during dark hours (19:00 to 07:00) is corrected from 0.28 to 0.80 while
preserving the same average power factor of 0.65 during daytime. The resulted overall daily
energy demand then can be reduced to half it is at the moment. The optimized apparent
power is then used as load input at PVSyst software array sizing tool as will be discussed in
section 4.3.5.
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Figure 4.28 Average output apparent power when power factor is optimized during dark hours at Mavuno
secondary school

4.3.3. Reactive load capacitive compensation
Another alternative to replacing the light bulbs is to compensate the same amount of nonuseful reactive energy by installing a capacitive compensation board. Capacitors are used to
improve the power factors in systems with a lagging power factor loads (inductive) [32].
Inductive loads can be for example motors, lighting and transformers. Capacitors
compensate for that by providing a leading current. The power factor compensation was
assumed to reach 0.80 at dark hours only.
The required reactive capacitive power for compensation can be calculated by [32]
Equation 4.2

𝑄𝐶 = 𝑃 (tan ∅1 − tan ∅2 )

Where 𝑃 is the output active power from the inverter (4 kW as assumed at its maximum
for the worst-case scenario), Ø1 is the average phase difference between voltage and
current at dark hours before compensation (73.81°) referring to 0.28 power factor and Ø2
is the average phase angle at dark hours after compensation (36.87°) referring to 0.80
power factor. That results to a reactive capacitive power of 8.49 kVA.
The needed capacitance is calculated by [32]
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𝐶=

𝑄𝐶
2
2𝜋𝑓𝑈𝑟𝑚𝑠

Equation 4.3

Where 𝑄𝐶 is the required capacitive power, ƒ is the frequency (49.9 Hz on average as
2
logged during dark hours), 𝑈𝑟𝑚𝑠
is the root mean square value of the output voltage
(229.3 V on average as logged during dark hours) and 𝜋 is the mathematical constant
(3.14). Eventually the calculated required capacitance is 515.2 µF.

4.3.4. Extending system size: Sandia labs pre-sizing 3-step
procedure
A quick sizing for the logged daily apparent energy demand using Sandia labs pre-sizing
quick 3-step procedure [29] was demonstrated to examine the recommended installed
system capacity.
The energy needed to be generated before any system efficiency losses is calculated by [29]
𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝜂𝐵𝑂𝑆 𝑃𝑉

Equation 4.4

Where 𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 refers to the daily energy demand needs to be supplied by the system which
is assumed to be 29000 VAh on average and ƞ𝐵𝑂𝑆 𝑃𝑉 refers to the efficiency of the balance
of system till the PV modules that is assumed 70 %.
The rated power needed for the PV modules during the average peak sun hours in the
system location is calculated by [29]
𝑃𝑃𝑉 =

𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑠𝑢𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 ⋅ 𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐶

Equation 4.5

Where 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑠𝑢𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 refers to the daily number of equivalent hours when receiving an
irradiation of 1000 W/m2 [16] which is assumed 5 hours on average and ƞ𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑇𝐶 refers to
the efficiency of non-operating under the standard testing conditions (1000 W/m2 received
irradiance, 25°C cell temperature and 1.5 air mass [16]) which is assumed 80 %.
The energy shall be stored in batteries is calculated by [29]
𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 =

𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ⋅ 𝑁𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦
𝜂𝐵𝑂𝑆 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 ⋅ 𝐷𝑂𝐷

Equation 4.6

Where 𝑁𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦 is the number of days during which the batteries should be able to
supply the system with no received solar irradiation which is assumed 1 day to save costs,
ƞ𝐵𝑂𝑆 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 is the efficiency of balance of system till the batteries only which is assumed
95 % and 𝐷𝑂𝐷 is the maximum allowable energy percentage that can be supplied by
batteries which is assumed not to exceed 50 % to preserve their lifetime.
Using the above assumptions, the PV rated power needs to be installed 𝑃𝑃𝑉 is around
10 kW while the current installed capacity is only 4.9 kW and the needed stored energy in
batteries 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 is around 61 kWh instead of the installed 28.8 kWh. That means the
system needs roughly to be doubled to be able to supply the needed apparent energy for
the current load behaviours. Otherwise, the school may have less availability.
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4.3.5. Extending system size: PVSyst array sizing tool
With the same irradiation data, boundary conditions and load profiles used in section 4.2.2,
the system was sized using the PV array sizing tool in PVSyst software. The tool
demonstrates that with the following assumptions:
1. A probability of loss of load of 5 % (95 % solar fraction).
2. A battery capacity of 600 Ah which is the already installed.
3. A minimum 50 % state of charge to preserve the batteries.
the peak PV array size should be around 10 kW, which is similar to the size determined
using the Sandia pre-sizing quick procedure [29] in section 4.3.4.
The PVSyst array sizing tool showed also that the recommended array size with the same
assumptions and after reducing the average daily apparent energy demand by half as
discussed in section 4.3.2 and section 4.3.3, shall be around 4 kW which is quite close to
the already installed capacity. Consequently, replacing the light bulbs with ones that have a
higher power factor (0.80) or installing a capacitive compensation can reduce the daily
apparent energy demand to half it is now and thus the current installed system size should
be sufficient for the current load behavior.

4.3.6. Performance ratio and solar fraction sensitivity analysis
Other 4 simulations were done on PVSyst to assess the effect of the proposed suggestions
on the system performance ratio and solar fraction.
Figure 4.29 shows the effect of the 4 simulated scenarios on the performance ratio and the
solar fraction. The 4 scenarios are:
1. Doubling the installed PV array size while keeping the same installed battery bank
capacity.
2. Doubling the installed battery bank capacity while keeping the same installed PV
array size.
3. Doubling both the installed PV array size and the installed battery bank capacity.
4. Eliminating the consumed reactive energy at dark hours by either replacing the
light bulbs or by installing a reactive compensation while preserving the same
installed system capacity.
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Figure 4.29 Sensitivity analysis for PVSyst simulated performance ratio and solar fraction
It shows the bigger the PV array size is, the significantly lower the performance ratio and
the significantly higher the solar fraction are achieved. The bigger the battery bank capacity
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is, the slightly higher performance ratio and the slightly higher the solar fraction are
achieved. The bigger both the PV array size and the battery bank capacity together, the
significantly lower performance ratio and significantly higher solar fraction are achieved. It
also shows that eliminating the reactive power consumption can significantly increase the
solar fraction.

4.3.7. Pumping on a separate PV system
Water pumping took place only during daytime as this is the time when the worker is
present for his work. Certainly, the excessive pumping (as evidenced by the overflows)
adds to the already high energy demand of the pump. It was calculated that 3 hours of
pumping accounted for around 11 % of the logged average output apparent energy every
day. It also accounted for around 6 % of the school daily modular load profile. Therefore,
it is proposed in this section to run a variable speed pump (to be able to run on variable
generated electrical currents) on a separate PV system during daytime. That to save the
consumed energy for water pumping.
In the meanwhile, running the pump on the main PV system during daytime only, should
not harm the batteries much since the inverter directly provides the loads with needed
energy during daytime if they are not exceeding the PV generation. So, the inverter does
not discharge the batteries during daytime unless the loads are higher than the PV
generation. However, pumping for several hours every day may not leave enough energy
for the PV system to charge the batteries to supply loads at dark hours. The loads at dark
hours are highly prioritized though from participant observations and held interviews.
To overcome the observed overflows, it is recommended to regulate the operation hours
based on actual water demand calculations. Table 4.4 shows the average water
consumption of each different activity at the school in alphabetical order as provided by
the school staff. It shows that the school needs around 8667 L of water every day on
average.
Table 4.4 Water consumption volume at Mavuno secondary school
Activity

Water consumption [L]

Consumed on number of days [d]

Cows, tree nursery and others
Gardening
Kitchen inside the dining hall
Students’ washing clothes and
cleanliness
Students flushing and washing dishes
Teachers residence
Volunteers house

5000
2000
5000
17500

3
7
5
7

5000
5000
5000

4
4
7

From participant observations and held interviews, pumping the average daily water
consumption is not possible as there are no sensors to measure water. It is only a worker
using his rigid eyes to monitor the elevated tanks and operate the pump as discussed in
section 4.1.2. Consequently, it is not a controlled water system which will pump the exact
needed amount of water to all elevated tanks. Therefore, pumping water should be
intervals of 5000 L as this is the capacity of most installed elevated tanks, so it was
assumed that the worker will fill 2 tanks everyday by pumping 10000 L a day.
The study proposes also installing a new separate PV system and a variable speed pump to
pump the needed water. Assuming that a variable pump will work during daytime only and
will be powered by another separate PV system, it then should be able to daily pump the
needed amount of water during the minimum number of peak sun hours (4.35 h as fetched
from different irradiation databases as mentioned in section 4.2.2). Peak sun hours are the
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equivalent number of hours during which an irradiation of 1000 W/m2 can be received
[16].
Thus, the calculations showed that to pump 10000 L of water every day during the
minimum peak sun hours, the needed pumping flow is 0.55 L/s. Water is pumped from
underground rain water collector tanks to elevated tanks which afterwards feeds the school
with water through gravity. The elevated tanks are fixed on 6 m to 8 m height. An online
sizing tool provided by Grundfos was used to size the needed submersible variable speed
pump using the calculated characteristics [33]. It was assumed that the water head is 40 m
since this is the average operation range of the current installed pump (23 m to 58 m).
The Grundfos sizing tool [33] showed that a needed pump shall have a capacity of around
1 kW, so an installed 1.3 kW PV system with a balance of system efficiency of around 0.75
should be enough for that activity and thus reducing the daily consumption with around
10 %.

4.3.8. Connecting similarly degraded batteries together
From participant observations and held semi-structured interviews, the previously installed
12-battery bank included 8 batteries of valve-regulated lead-acid batteries manufactured by
Dayliff while the other 4 batteries were absorbent glass mat manufactured by Gaston [12].
That was because not all the batteries were available at the same time as described by
Tuccella [12]. Moreover, the 4 batteries were connected to the battery bank around 6
months after the installation of the original 8 batteries as describes by the technical head of
the school. So, the first 8 batteries were already degraded when the other 4 batteries were
added to the battery bank. That resulted into the technical challenge of connecting
differently degraded batteries together. That can be one of the reasons besides the frequent
operation under high DOD behind the accelerated degradation of the former battery bank.
Thus, they unexpectedly lasted for less than 3 years.
Degraded batteries simply should not be connected with new batteries. If only new
batteries are connected together, they have the same voltage and thus, they will add to each
other’s current. Yet, if a new battery which will have a higher voltage is connected to an
already degraded battery which will thus have a less voltage, they will destroy each other.
The produced higher current from the new battery will flow into the degraded battery and
charge it as well as powering the loads. Batteries have small resistances, but they get bigger
as they deplete. The degraded battery acts then as a resistor that will cause heating of both
batteries. Eventually, instead of ending up with charged batteries, the system ends up with
flat batteries.
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5 Discussions
The importance of the multi-disciplinary study
Combining the social and technical aspects of PV systems implementation in a multidisciplinary approach is very important for designer engineers. One of the main
uncertainties for off-grid system sizing is the “user”. The user’s response about his or her
electricity consumptions can be inaccurate. He or she can for example install extra
appliances after the sizing of off-grid PV systems, which were not taken earlier into
consideration during the sizing phase. That is why it is very useful to combine the
theoretical practices with the field work, to show what actually happens on site in the real
world. The field work also contributes to the documentation of the system, since
communication with rural areas is not always very easy. Therefore, observing user
deviations can further be analysed to extrapolate future user consumption behaviours
based on actually observed correction factors. Observing the relevant social actors and
receiving their responses in the interviews helped so much in identifying the actual userbased load profiles. Consequently, electricity implementation projects can thus be able to
offer high solar fractions (less loss of load) and more financially feasible solutions. To
achieve successful implementation of renewable energy projects, it is important to offer
long term sustainable solutions. That is especially in rural areas where it is difficult, costly
and time-consuming for external actors to frequently visit and conduct operation and
maintenance tasks.
The participant observations showed that the relevant social actors were not exactly
following the daily routine as an “outsider” would think. Such deviation in attitudes can be
difficult to observe by an outsider. An “emic” view (which is attitudes as described by the
community members themselves [25]) was able to be obtained through conversations and
interviews with the relevant social actors. This “emic” view is very important especially for
system sizing. For example, a designer from an “emic” view would consider loads that
possibly have high reactive power (lights in this case) during the sizing phase. Thus, he or
she will analyse how social and daily behaviours can increase the possibility to lose more
reactive power (by forgetting lights turned on in this case). For system designers to get this
“emic” view, they can execute a field visit to simulate the user experience where electricity
will be implemented. They can discover then for example the dark usable areas during
daytime. That is similar to the concept of design thinking used by IDEO [34]. Then it
could be considered that such behaviours might not be avoidable without a certain
technology (motion sensor in this case). It should also be considered whether these loads
should be avoided or simply better accepted and considered during the sizing phase
Eventually, the socially constructed modular-load units are definitely very useful for the
school management. They can then get an idea on how relevant and important each
appliance is and how it should be prioritized to avoid high batteries DOD. Thus, installed
batteries can sustain for a longer lifetime and financial resources can be utilized in other
more useful and needed areas. The generated electricity, though being donated, should still
be thought of in terms of levelized cost of electricity to better be utilized. It will also
enable the school management to estimate how future extensions can reflect on its actual
electrical need.
In addition, projects in rural areas, such as in the case of the PV system in Mavuno
secondary school can include practices that might not correspond to appropriate practices
from the technical point of view. That are such as the connection of differently degraded
batteries together, batteries that use different technologies (lead-acid with absorbent glass
mat in this case) and non-matching PV modules together. Those local installation practices
were not fully correct from the technical point of view, but it is affected by several local
social norms. Yet, it should also be considered that in such rural areas where resources and
availability of components are very limited, such practices might have been the only
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possible way to meet the local needs. For instance, waiting for the whole required battery
bank to become available might have meant that the school would spend some months
with no electricity. That is definitely not desirable where the functionality of the PV system
may mean the difference of having access to electricity or not at all.
For instance, in the case of adding 2 extra mismatching modules to the system, they could
have added alone 350 W but only 221.5 W were used due to the mismatching. That means
the added panels add a value, but their full capacity was not gained. On the contrary, not
connecting those 2 modules would mean missing the opportunity to add the 221.5 W, as in
such rural areas, they would not get the exact matching modules if they needed to due to
lack of resources. The overall output power could significantly decrease though if the
mismatching in specifications was even higher. In such cases where the resultant output
was positive, non-recommended technical practices can still be implemented to meet user
needs in such harsh conditions.
As concluded from the conducted social study, the fact that the grid reached the school
does not mean that it is that simple or easy to use. The grid energy meter has to be pretopped up first while there might be no one available to travel 13 km (and at darkness
sometimes) to the city centre to top it up. That is because Mavuno has to get official
receipts in return for its records instead of simply using a mobile phone to top it up. That
was observed once during evening by the researcher where the solar inverter suddenly shut
down and it was not possible to top-up the grid while the student where heading at the
same time to classrooms where they will self-study for their final national exam in the next
morning. Fortunately, the inverter reworked again.
Finally, this research adds to the current body of knowledge concerned about more
provision and availability of load profiles databases. That is especially for energy users
living in rural areas where availability of data and information is scarce. This can be very
useful and enriching for research institutions and software developers. In addition, the
modular-load units can enable non-governmental organizations and system designers who
are planning renewable energy projects in similar regions to provide sustainable energy
systems and successful implementations of electricity based on proper data on actual load
profiles. The load profiles for other similar project are not expected to be different for
other regions with the same socio-economic construct due to the lack of available
resources and choices.

Utilization of generated PV electricity
Through the participant observations and held interviews, it was concluded that the
generated electricity has a room for better utilization, and its negative impacts can
favourably be avoided.
For the negative impacts of electricity implementation, it was understood from held
interviews that the daily routine was extended for Form 2 and 3 only to 23:00 instead of
22:00 so that students can study more. It is clear that the availability of electricity made it
possible to extend the self-study hours during “night preparations”. From one point of
view it is positively impacted the learning environment by allowing further hours for selfstudy. But, it could also be argued that it enabled the shortening of students’ sleeping
hours. Interviewees mentioned that the request to increase the learning hours at night was
proposed by some of the students themselves. Though, the fact that whether the school
management sought a democratic way for fetching students’ opinions can be questioned.
That is because the students were not very freely expressive with their opinions when
communicating with the school management as observed. It was understood from the
interviews though that the girls’ level of self-expression in Mavuno school was far better
than others in the community who did not access education. The staff interviewees even
mentioned that it can be noticed how Form 2 and 3 students became more communicative
than when first joined the school as Form 1. Some volunteer interviewees also responded
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that they have experienced a better self-expression when communicated with Form 2 and
3 students rather than Form 1 students. That is due to the fact that education helped the
girls afterwards to develop such skills.
For utilization of generated electricity, the followings are areas that represent opportunities
for development.
The hours dedicated for computer classes for instance were only around 2 to 4 hours per
month as described by students and as confirmed by school staff. The availability of a
computer lab equipped by around 38 laptops, internet, electricity and 5 light bulbs in such
rural area where women are marginalized have a great potential to offer further benefits.
Students who answered in their interview that they would really like to use the computers
and internet for longer periods are a very good opportunity of women empowerment
desired goals.
The responses from adult relevant interviewees referred the lack of computer classes hours
to the lack of available teachers. Yet, it was understood from deeper discussion in held
interviews that the school is highly prioritizing the students’ academic performance
especially in the national exams. That is why the school provides the students with double
hours for testable courses such as mathematics, physics and chemistry. As a result, the
school weekly timetable is so condensed with classes and thus there is no enough time for
more computer classes. It was understood later that it is possible for schools in Tanzania
to sign-up when founded for national computer exams but Mavuno school did not. The
argue then to focus on teaching the girls on computers was not that pressing such as for
testable courses. Eventually, the school management seeks that their students achieve
comparable higher grades in the region which is true (for the moment) by offering them
high academic support and quality standards. The standards in Mavuno school as observed
were not comparable to other neighbouring schools, so students find better learning
environment in the school than in their homes. Yet, the available resources represent an
opportunity for further benefitting from the generated electricity.
On the contrary, the school dedicates some hours for other handy skills such as farming. It
sounded very good idea to teach those girls such a crucial skill especially in this area in
Tanzania. People in this region mainly depend on farming as observed to earn their livings.
Yet, it was also observed how technological solutions are booming in Tanzania even more
than in Europe. In such observed rapidly growing environment as shown in Figure 5.1
where grid pre-paid meters are topped up using phones, solar modules are sold in grocery
markets, mobile banking is used by everyone, European solar companies have offices
everywhere even in rural areas and penetration of multi-national companies is very high in
rural areas, the generated electricity represents a very good opportunity for the local
community members to be able to prioritize technology as highly as farming.
In particular, money transfer using mobile phones was so impressive. It was very easy and
very accessible everywhere through several mobile applications such as M-PESA. People
used mobile phones for several daily tasks such as to top-up their grid electricity meters,
paying for groceries and transferring money instead of going to banks (taking into account
how hard and unsafe it is to travel in rural areas).
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Figure 5.1 A mud house in a rural area in Karagwe district in Tanzania where the logo of the
multinational sports clothing company Nike was used in brick frames (up left), an office in Karagwe
district for the German solar company Mobisol (middle left), grid pre-paid meter in Mavuno school (up
right) and shops for solar modules and electrical appliances offering mobile banking services in a grocery
market in Omurushaka city center in Karagwe district (bottom)
From held interviews, the most prioritised energy demand by the school staff was the
electricity used for lighting inside classrooms during “night preparations” from 19:00 till
23:00 when the students go for self-studies. According to their responses, it enabled the
students to study after school hours and thus excel in academia. Yet, there are observed
other activities that are now possible thanks to the availability of electricity and devices but
were not prioritized such as presentations. It was observed that the school had one
projector donated by EWB, but it was rarely used. The students’ self-expression levels
were also observed relatively low, which is quite normal in such communities as
understood from interviews. Yet, generated electricity can be used for women
empowerment by motivating the students to use the projector to present their assignments
for example as currently done in most schools in Europe. The presentations could also be
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done on results of group work to motivate the students’ teamwork, debating, discussion,
freedom of speech, acceptance and problem-solving skills. Projectors here are not looked
at from only the point of view of facilitating knowledge, but it is mainly aimed to motivate
the students to speak for themselves, express their opinions and argue for their rights. That
is in addition of course to using computers and surfing the internet, so that they can get
exposed to the world outside the walls of their boarding school. That can definitely widen
their mindsets and inspire them with ideas and examples that facilitate local empowerment.
That goes in-line with the recommendations by Narayana et al. that non-governmental
organisations should train women on using information technology to enhance the
communication among them and thus accelerate their empowerment [35]. Most women in
developing countries are not able to access information technology and thus are not able
to create networks which can provide them with alternative sources of information [35]. It
also goes in-line with the done experiment by Mathur et al. in rural India on people who
are considered to be on the other side of the “digital divide” [36]. In other words, people
who have no access to internet and thus are not able to benefit from the digital revolution
[36]. The targeted segment in their experiment could successfully use provided camera
phones to create digital contents and presented them using provided pico-projectors [36].
The use of projectors can be introduced through the school staff who should also be
motivated to use them. The challenge is that in such communities, new implementations
have to unfortunately somehow come in a top-down scheme. Therefore, the sustainable
extra use of computers will not happen unless the school signs-up for national computer
exams and then, more hours will be dedicated for computer classes. On the same context,
the school management has to specify a certain minimum number of presentations
conducted by students every semester, to assure the sustainability of implementation.
An experiment conducted by the researcher was that he planned a workshop on solar
energy basics inside the teachers’ office, which is situated on front of the student’s’
classrooms. The school staff and volunteers were invited to the workshop. Three teachers
from Mavuno school attended out of 6 invited, 2 extra teachers from a neighbouring
school attended and all existed 4 volunteers attended. One challenge of using the projector
as experienced was the fact that classes do not have curtains, so the ambient light makes it
hard for students to see the projected materials as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 The teachers' office in Mavuno secondary school at 14:30 where a workshop for school staff on
basics of solar energy was held later in the evening by the researcher
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Yet, covering the windows of classrooms should not be very hard if the school truly want
to use the projector. That is why the presentation was held during evening time. The
students then next day started to question about the workshop and whether it was possible
to repeat it for them, which happened afterwards. The excitement behind using the
projector as a visual aid encouraged the students to ask to experience such appealing and
expressive way of facilitation.
Other example of a missed opportunity for utilizing the generated electricity was that the
students spent some months watching movies during the “entertainment night” without
sound since the speakers were defected and were not fixed yet. The generated electricity
can be a very good opportunity for the students to enhance their languages proficiency
through speakers for example by listening to native foreign accents while watching movies.

System sustainability
To assure sustainable supply in the school, several potential methods for improvements
have been investigated in section 4.3.
For future extensions, it is recommended to use the modular-load units as a base
knowledge to extrapolate the future load profiles based on actual increase of student’s
enrolment. That is since it was optimized upon the deviating behaviours of energy users by
taking into consideration some of the observed uncertainties.
Through investigating the system sizing, it was concluded that the system is undersized for
the current load profiles. Power outages from the PV system were witnessed as well by the
researcher during the evening on Sunday 1 July 2018 after heavy “ironing”. They were also
witnessed by the technical head of the school during the evening on Thursday 19 July
2018. For the current load profiles, the PVSyst array sizing tool showed that the peak PV
array size should be doubled which goes in-line with the result from Sandia pre-sizing
quick procedure [29]. However, the observed blackouts were still not that much as
expected from the energy balance analysis in section 4.2.3. Yet, the need to evaluate the
system size is still pressing not only to avoid any potential blackouts, but also to assure
system sustainability while enrolling more students in the near future as responded in the
held interviews.
For the reactive power, Tuccella mentioned in his thesis that some of the school loads had
a low power factor especially illumination [12]. The held analysis of the output power in
section 4.3.2 complied with the findings of Tuccella [12]. It indicated high amount of
consumed reactive energy during the dark hours, when the light bulbs are used. The
calculations showed that the reactive power of used appliances is responsible for around
65 % of the daily output apparent energy. It was recommended to either replace the used
light bulbs to eliminate the reactive power or to install a capacitive compensation if
possible, to correct the loads’ low power factors, and thus reduce the apparent energy
consumption at dark hours. The held sensitivity analysis in section 4.3.6 showed that
eliminating the reactive power by either replacing the light bulbs used for “security lights”
or by installing a capacitive compensation will significantly increase the PVSyst simulated
solar fraction to 98 % instead of 69 %. In addition, the PVSyst array sizing tool was used
to size a PV system that should meet the apparent energy needs when replacing the
“security lights” with ones that have a power factor of 0.80 (which reduces the daily
apparent energy demand to half it is now). It showed that the installed array size (4.9 kW)
shall be adequate. Besides, lighting load is quite crucial not only from the singularity of
consuming reactive-power, but also from the users’ behaviours towards it as mentioned in
section 4.1.2 when they tend to forget lights on. That is why it should favourably be
reacted on.
With a levelized cost of PV generated electricity of 0.34 $/kWh [12], replacing those light
bulbs could have saved around USD 2109 every year. Therefore, it is very important to
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assure the quality of used appliances with off-grid PV systems. Yet, in such rural areas it
can be hard to find such light bulbs.
Doubling the system size would roughly cost around USD 5000. Assuming that lights for
“security lights” (72 light bulbs) and 7 classrooms (7 × 12 light bulbs) are the only used
from 19:00 to 07:00, replacing them would cost around USD 300 without shipping which
is definitely a cheaper solution. Yet, even if the light bulbs were all once donated by EWB
and shipped from Sweden to the school, that does not still assure that when any lamp
breaks, it will be replaced by the same high-quality bulb. The locally available low-quality
light bulbs can still constitute some used light bulbs.
Adding a capacitive compensation might also have an opposite impact in the long-term. As
light bulbs breakdown in the system, they can potentially be replaced by other better light
bulbs and thus the system could face a challenge of excess voltage generated by the
installed capacitor bank. That can also happen due to the fact that the reactive loads at the
school are variable, so many and not always turned on. Therefore, an automatic switching
board will also be needed to allow the capacitors to only compensate the consumed
reactive energy at a time. Otherwise, a single capacitor should be installed with each light
bulb instead of having a single central capacitive compensation unit connected to the
system main distribution board. Connecting a single capacitor to each light bulb can
practically be challenging though. In addition, installing a capacitive compensation can
technically be complicated as capacitors are so sensitive to heat, so they sometimes burn.
Consequently, they can require frequent maintenance unlike PV systems. Eventually, the
capacitor circuit cost can be in the range of some hundred dollars which can be more
expensive than replacing the light bulbs and cheaper than doubling the array size.
Eventually empowering the local economy to include more variety of appliances with
higher quality is resounding and could be the only sustainable solution to face the
challenge of high reactive power loads in rural areas.
In addition, it was proposed to either regulate the water pumping hours based on a water
demand calculation, or to power a variable speed pump on a separate PV system as
discussed in section 4.3.7. Regulating the pumping hours will not only reduce the energy
consumption during the noon time and thus allow the batteries to further charge during
noon time and supply the dark-hours loads but can also protect the collected rain water
from observed overflows. Yet as responded from interviews, it could definitely be
economically challenging for the school to replace the pump with one that can operate on
a variable speed, in addition to the cost of needed PV system to power it. It was
investigated though so as to inform the school management about the possible energy
saving when doing so. They school management is able then afterwards to decide whether
it is important to invest money to save this energy accounting for around 3105 VAh
(1035 VA × 3 h) every day. This solution would roughly cost around USD 2000 [33] in
total while saving around USD 385 every year when the levelized cost of PV generate
electricity is 0.34 $/kWh [12] reflecting to a payback period or a round 5 years.
Considering the batteries, the current installed inverter allows up to 80 % DOD of and
thus the batteries are highly discharged to supply the needed energy at dark hours.
Frequently discharging lead-acid batteries to 20 % state of charge can be a very possible
reason for accelerated degradation and early failure. Therefore, the installed inverter lowvoltage disconnect set-points should be optimized to the installed batteries’ characteristics
[24]. The batteries’ number of cycles is inversely proportional to the DOD. For instance,
with a frequent DOD of around 50 % at ambient temperature of 25 ºC, the former used 4
Gaston batteries would have provided around 500 cycles [22], and the former used 8
Champion batteries would have provided around 900 cycles [21]. The currently used
tubular batteries can provide 800 to 1000 cycles of deep discharge [23].
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From participant observations and calculations, it is important that the school
management is able to decide how to prioritize their electrical loads versus their impacts,
costs and benefits. That to obtain a longer cycle life of the installed system components.
Based on the held priority analysis, it can be concluded that “security lights” represented a
very essential load, as it operated for long hours every day (12 hours from 07:00 to 19:00),
and also had a high-power rating (1419 VAh). Consequently, they consumed around 58 %
of the daily school apparent energy demand. If the daily operation hours of “security
lights” were shortened for 2 hours to become from 20:00 to 06:00 for example, that would
save around 10 % on average of the logged (10 to 13 July 2018) daily apparent energy
demand. But, as mentioned in section 4.1.2, this is linked to other daily activities, so it is
not always possible to regulate it separately. As a result, sizing should not only follow the
weather data on availability of natural light but should also follow the user experience and
behaviour. In the same context, if the operation hours of “ironing” were shortened by 1
hour to become 5 hours instead of the observed 6, that can save around 2 % of the logged
apparent energy consumption on Sunday 1 July 2018. That can give the batteries the
opportunity to use the PV generated energy in noon time to charge and thus supply darkhours loads. That is instead of using the generated energy in noon time for “ironing”.
The priority analysis was also useful in quantifying possible modular loads using the
available appliances which are not currently used such as classrooms 8 and 9. They ended
up consuming more energy than the other 7 classrooms currently in use. This information
will be important for the school management when they start to use those extra modularload units in the future after enrolling more students as described at the interviews.
Finally, activities with variable current consumptions such as “ironing” should at least be
time-bounded or replaced by other energy carriers. The school can use for example coalheated ironing machines since heat production using electrical appliances is usually not
efficient, and electricity is wasted as efficiency losses during energy conversion. Yet, the
safety when using coal-heated ironing machines is definitely an important matter to take
care of beforehand. Ironing for 6 hours might not be what the school management want
to do with their produced electricity anyways in such rural area. Less “ironing” can also
give time to the batteries to recover on Sundays which can expand their lifetime.

Consumers’ behaviours towards components
In such rural areas, the sustainability and reliability of used system components is very
crucial to maintain sustainable supply of electricity to the beneficiaries. That is why the
decision to install 2 inverters in parallel was quite useful especially now at the case of
having one defective inverter as observed and responded in interviews. What was
interesting to observe is the dedication to fix defective components instead of replacing
them. The lack of economic resources and limited local availability of components derived
the urge to fix and re-use defective devices which is quite astonishing. For example, it was
responded during interviews that the school speakers as well as the second inverters were
sent to a local technician to get fixed.
A relevant factor is the after-life treatment of defective batteries. With a lifetime of solar
panels around 25 years, the installed 12 batteries would be replaced around 5 times
resulting to around 60 defective batteries in 25-year time. Batteries which include harmful
elements for the environment and for the relevant social actors. The defective former
batteries were observed stored in the solar system control room as shown in Figure 2.3.
The responses in interviews corresponding to questions related to the behaviour towards
electronic waste were different. The school management responded that they aim to check
if they can still be reused at a new kindergarten for orphans under construction. Several
interviewees answered that we should recycle them (some of them were affected by earlier
conversations though with the researcher introducing an uncertainty) but none truly knew
how to do that or who does that in Tanzania. It was only the technical head at the school
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who experienced some people who come and buy the electronic waste, but he did not truly
know whether they recycle them or incinerate them.
Through the research, it was found out that the German solar company Mobisol [37]
which operates in Tanzania offering solar kits combined with direct current appliances has
partnered with a recycling company in Tanzania called Phenix [38]. The cooperation aimed
to recycle the electronic waste associated to off-grid PV systems especially lead-based
batteries [37]. The possibility to recycle electronic waste in Tanzania is very important for
any further implementations or future donations so the development projects do not end
up dumbing electronic waste in Africa instead of empowering it.
It was also interesting to receive responses stating that even with the harmful impacts of
the potential possibility of incinerating the batteries, they would still choose to use PV
systems in favour of the grid electricity. That is due to the reliability of PV energy supply as
they have described. Such responses had also some uncertainties as it did not make very
sense -as thought by the researcher- for humans to harm themselves in favour of having
electricity that they pay for. Therefore, the researcher perceived such answers with similar
uncertainty with keeping in mind the fact that, it is EWB who pays for the PV systems
while it is Mavuno who pays for the grid electricity. Consequently, the PV electricity can
somehow be for free however the fact that it may harm the environment compared to the
grid electricity which has to be periodically topped-up through a pre-paid scheme. Yet, in
rural areas, the absence of basic services such as electricity especially in such areas where
technology is rapidly expanding, can also be very critical for locals. For instance, without
electricity, the water filter will not operate and thus the students might not have clean
water. That is why the relevant social actors might still favour PV systems compared to the
grid electricity for the sake of sustainable and reliable supply. Both the grid and the PV
systems can have power-cuts, but most of the interviewees responded that they favour PV
system as it is them who control the PV systems, but it is others who control the grid
electricity at (Tanesco).
It was also observed that this pre-paid scheme which was supposed to facilitate the whole
process of topping-up using only mobile phones did not introduce the same ease of use to
the organization though. That is because Mavuno has to get official receipts for its
financial records and thus someone has to travel to the nearest city centre which is 13 km
away from the school. It was observed once that due to the lack of financial resources, the
employees had to get the money first from Mavuno and then headed to the city centre,
which definitely takes time. It took once one whole day to top-up the grid meter powering
the volunteers-house, so the volunteers including the researcher spent this day with no
electricity waiting for someone to top-up the respective grid energy meter. Consequently, it
is not only about the less cost of the grid electricity per kilowatt-hour, it is also about the
connectivity and ease-of-use of energy systems. The grid electricity can eventually sound
cheaper but logistically it will introduce more actual power-cuts even with topped-up
meters added to the already happening due to the surrounding social construction.
For instance, the researcher observed a daily grid outage at the volunteers’ residence for at
least 1 hour each. Even if EWB pays for grid electricity for 25 years to power the school
instead of PV systems, the school will still face frequent grid outages especially during the
wet seasons from November to May when they last for more hours and can even last for
some days as described by some staff interviewees.
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Limitations and uncertainties
5.5.1. Uncertainties in measurements
The alternating current measurements could have been done using an advanced clamp
multi-meter such as Fluke 345 power quality clamp multi-meter [39] that have the ability to
log data afterwards. It could also take measurements in shorter time-steps and thus enable
the possibility of observing short-term variations. That is why the measured apparent
energy demand was higher than the logged demand for 22 June 2018 (section 4.1.5) due to
the fact that the WatchPower software takes into consideration the minute variations while
the measurements took place every 30 minutes only. In addition, a Fluke 345 power quality
clamp multi-meter [39] would be able to measure the reactive power consumption of each
modular-load unit which is definitely desirable. It could also be useful to measure the PV
generation to further validate the inverter logged data (10 to 13 July 2018), but it was not
possible using the UNI-T 200A clamp multi-meter [27].
A socio-economic limitation of using the UNI-T 200A clamp multi-meter [27] was that the
school campus had a gate as shown in Figure 4.1, which had to shut down every day at
18:00 and open again at 07:00 next day. It was hard for the researcher to access the campus
to take the half-hourly measurements during those times without prior coordination with
the respective teacher on duty. The lack of available phone and internet networks to
communicate with the teacher on duty, and the lack of resources to create an extra copy of
the gate key should also be taken into consideration. Even if it was possible to have a
separate key for the researcher, it might not have been comfortable for the girls and the
staff members that the researcher enters the campus at night time alone. That procedure is
followed to protect the girls from any risks in such rural area as understood from
interviews. So, the researcher should be aware of the social context where the energy
system is implemented. Therefore, a Fluke 345 power quality clamp multi-meter [39]
would have made the process of taking the measurements more efficient. Yet, due to
logistical complications during travelling to the school site, it was defected during. As a
result, it was only possible to use the available clamp multi-meter [27] in such rural area.

Modular-load unit

The used UNI-T 200A clamp multi-meter had an accuracy of ± (2 %+0.05 A) at 20 A
range and a resolution of 0.01 A (a maximum display of 1999) [27]. Therefore, the absolute
maximum error is ± ((19.99 × 2 %) + 0.05) accounting for ±0.45 A, which definitely
affects the accuracy of the measurements and results. Yet, its impact was not very large in
terms of analysing the effect of the used loads. As shown in Figure 5.3, the error increases
for only loads that operate for long hours during the day. For instance, the most daily
consuming load was the “security lights” since they operate for 12 hours but the maximum
error in their overall daily consumption was 479 VAh out of 17029 VAh.
Teachers' office
Toilets inside dining hall
Solar system control room
Matron's house
Kitchen inside dining hall
School office
Pumping water
Security light
A single Classroom 1 to 7
Dining hall
Toilets 1 and 2
Dormitories
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Figure 5.3 Accuracy errors in modular-load measurements introduced by the used clamp multi-meter
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One other uncertainty was the electrical consumption of the control room which was
observed as a must-run load, so its electrical consumption had to be subtracted from each
modular-load measurement sharing the same distribution circuit.
Finally, it should be considered that the limited amount of collected data corresponding to
2 days of measurements and 4 days of loggings restricted the possibility to analyse the load
variations. Though, since the schedule is rather strict and constant, and the base loads are
of rather constant nature, the variations can be assumed to be limited.

5.5.2. Uncertainties in calculations
A boundary condition that has to be noticed is taking the load half-hourly measurements
while the school operated with 30 % capacity. As a result, the measured half-hourly
consumptions at section 4.1.4 did not represent the actual loads demanded by the whole
181 students. Yet, they have been used in the process of creating the load profiles to
validate the logged data and the modular load profiles. However, the logged load profiles
afterwards when the school operated on full capacity did not increase very much. That is
because some activities do not necessarily mean the increase of load consumptions. That is
such as in the “night preparations” where all the available 7 classrooms are used for selfstudy at dark hours by the 54 or by the 181 students. So, less students will mean more
privacy during “night preparations” but with the same number of light bulbs turned on.
The consumption of “ironing” and “entertainment night” were not included in the basic
load profiles as they take place only once a week. “Ironing” for example is rather focused
on from the point of view of its particular effect on the system. It is a problematic load as
it can highly discharge the batteries and cause power-cuts, as observed on Sunday 1 July
2018 after 6 hours of ironing. Therefore, the consumption of 1 hour of “ironing” for
example is analysed instead of counting it as a must-run load. It is then rather looked at as
a separate issue, so the school management has the ability to understand how consuming it
is and thus is able to decide whether “ironing” for 6 hours is very important or not. That is
why a load priority analysis is conducted in section 4.3.1 showing the effect of each load
unit by its power consumption and weekly durations.
Moreover, the Sandia labs pre-sizing 3-step procedure was used in spite the fact that it has
higher loss factors than most other sizing procedures used nowadays. It is old and does
not take into consideration the hourly load profiles while the sizing software have become
more precise. It only gives an estimate idea about the recommended sizing but that is how
it was only used for in this study, so it does not introduce uncertainties further than that.
It should be noticed that through the participant observations and held interviews, the PV
system was supplying the users with roughly all needed energy. That is except a few times
of non-typical power outages when the inverter cut off the supply to the loads. Therefore,
its solar fraction should theoretically be around 100 %. This contradicts with the results
from PVSyst simulations in section 4.2.2 and with the results of the energy balance
calculations in section 4.2.3. The results from PVSyst simulations goes in-line with the
results of the energy balance calculations expecting high loss of load (low solar fraction,
more blackouts and lower batteries state of charge). The logged inverter data might then
not be accurate as they included more occurrence of higher state of charge (section 4.2.4).
The few times when the inverter cut off the supply can also be an evidence for low battery
charge levels.
The validation for the logged inverter data for the output power (section 4.1.5) showed
that they fairly go in-line with the half-hourly measured output apparent power by the
clamp multimeter. The inverter logged data (10 to 13 July 2018) on PV generation fairly
matched the PVSyst simulated PV generation. The reliability of simulations can still be
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questioned as well and thus the PV generation shall rather be measured. So, either the
installed PV array generated more energy than both the inverter logged and the PVSyst
simulated or the deviation in the users’ behaviors allowed the batteries sometimes to
recover again and thus no frequent blackout occur or the inverter allowed higher DOD
unlike what is assumed (80 % [12]). However, more than 80 % DOD can definitely
destroy the lead-acid batteries soon. Eventually, the system cannot survive in imbalance (if
true) for a long time.
One possible reason behind the imbalance in energy calculations is that the logged data (10
to 13 July 2018) on discharge current was less than the calculated when the batteries
supplied power during dark hours. For instance, the logged data showed that on 10 July
2018 at midnight while no PV generation, the output apparent power was 1702 VA and
the discharge current was only 9 A, reflecting into more occurrence of higher state of
charge as logged. Consequently, the way the inverter calculates the discharge current and
thus calculates the state of charge is questioned.
Therefore, the same used estimation model based in section 4.2.5 is mentioned in
Appendix A but extrapolated to use the discharge energy instead of the discharge current.
The discharge energy is calculated then from the point of view of the energy balance
analysis rather than discharge current. It showed that batteries should be more discharged
to be able to satisfy the loads at dark hours. This means a higher frequency of low capacity
levels and thus shorter lifetime. Eventually, that cannot keep happening for the long term
as then the batteries will fail soon. Yet, the model is also questioned as it shows more
blackouts which is not happening as observed. It could be possible that the error in data
logging or data timesteps is responsible for mistakenly showing that energy imbalance.

5.5.3. Further possible methods and investigation
The study has analysed some aspects that can be implemented but there could still be
other solutions to be looked at. That is such as replacing the installed inverter charger with
one that has the function of maximum power point tracking. This can result in a higher
yield and thus higher state of charge for the battery bank. Yet, from the PVSyst simulation
in section 4.2.2, the lack of maximum power point tracking was partially responsible for a
lost energy of 0.93 kWh/(kW·d) on average which as simulated represented 27 % of the
average daily generated energy per installed kilowatt. Since, there are other factors that can
also be responsible for these losses, the impact of replacing the inverter was not
considered significant and thus it was not further studied.
It could also be useful to examine the possibility of increasing the batteries’ charging
current during morning and evening using east-west orientation. That is since the majority
of loads are during evening (19:00 to 23:00), night (23:00 to 05:00) and morning times
(05:00 to 07:00) not during noon times as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. E
ast-west orientation means that half of the installed PV array is mounted to the east and
the other half to the west without sun tracking [16]. East-west orientation would generate
then a bit more rectangular or double peak daily curve of generation [16] reducing the
unused energy shown in Figure 4.18. It would also increase the energy production per unit
area, but area is not the challenge in Mavuno secondary school. A quick sizing using the
online tool Sunny design by SMA company [40] showed that a 10º east-west orientation
would result to less specific production by 2 kWh/kW per year. That is why it was not
further studied. Eventually, neither replacing the inverter nor changing the array
orientation would have a significant positive impact such as when replacing the light bulbs.
Besides, the reasons why the second inverter has failed could have been studied but since
its presence acts only as a back-up and does not affect the system overall capacity or
system functionality, as long as the first inverter is operating [12] [41], the failure of the
second inverter has not been further investigated through the study.
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Other possible method would be taking half-hourly measurements of load profiles during
weekends as done for weekdays. However, it would not be very different from the
weekdays measurements in magnitude as mentioned in section 4.1.1. It could be used
though to validate the logged data on Sunday 1 July 2018 when analysing the consumption
of “ironing” as discussed in section 4.1.3.
The accelerated degradation of the former battery bank could also be further studied
through measurements of its cycling and state of charge, but it was not connected any
more since it was replaced by the new battery bank 3 weeks before the field work.
Finally, logging data from the installed energy meter was conducted during the field work,
but the logged data were neither compatible with the measurements nor with the logged
inverter data (19 and 22 June 2018). Therefore, further analysis for the installed energy
meter could also be possible.

5.5.4. Limitations of the held social study
The conducted social study had some uncertainties through the participant observations
and interviews since the identity of the researcher was revealed. It was revealed due to held
measurements and interviews related to electricity consumption in the school. It is also is
quite common in projects such as Mavuno to regularly receive outcoming volunteers, so it
would not be very possible to conceal the researcher’s identity and do technical analysis at
the same time. Consequently, the relevant social actors knew beforehand that the
researcher was interested in electricity. Some of them might have thought that the
researcher represented EWB which can potentially give them PV systems or electricity in
the future. At this case, revealing the researcher’s identity had the role of the “Moderator
variable” which is the social variable that affects the relationship between “Independent
variables” (the researcher) and the “Dependent variables” (the energy users) [26].
That altered the way the energy users have used electricity and thus the participant
observations were affected, so it can never be just observance not influencing at all. For
instance, sometimes the students tended to turn off the non-attended lights once they saw
the researcher approaching to take observations, measurements or notes. They even once
turned on the “security lights” earlier than usual when they saw the researcher approaching
them. They might have thought that since it is their duty to turn the “security lights” on,
then the social norms would suppose that doing their duty earlier than usual is a good
behaviour. That is especially on front of a superior person (the researcher in this case from
their point of view). That is why the resulted modular-load graph shown in Figure 4.12 was
higher than the measured graph, as it takes into consideration the worst-case scenario
when the energy users are not that strict with consumptions as uncertainly observed (when
potentially turned off the lights when seeing the researcher). So, the researcher supposes in
the modular-load graph that when he is not there, the energy users will not remember to
strictly turn off the lights. Thus, the load profiles go in-line with the interpretation of the
error, so in reality it can be closer to the assumptions than to the measured values.
Furthermore, when the researcher told the workers not to connect the welding machine to
the PV system was a direct interference with the behaviour of energy users. That affected
the observations as the workers did not connect the welding machine as was intended.
Also, the quality of answers in some interviews were affected. For instance, some
interviewees pretended to know what practices can shorten the lifetime of the PV system
by repeating the researcher’s earlier recommendations. In addition, some social actors who
have no PV electricity and use only the grid insisted on the fact that PV systems (in terms
of levelized cost of electricity) are cheaper than the grid electricity (which is not true)
without truly knowing that piece of information. Also, some interviewees were not very
clear about the number of hours dedicated for computer classes unless further questioned,
thinking that the fact that students use computers only twice a month for 1 to 2 hours a
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time can cause complications with EWB in the future. The researcher perceived such
answers as that who answered then thinks that EWB will be informed that he or she is
really favouring PV systems and thus, he or she will be prioritized for future projects.
Consequently, the researcher neglected the suspected answers, noted the lack of
knowledge of the interviewee, doubted the quality of his or her answers and increased the
number of interviews to be able to receive more accurate responses. Even the way the
researcher perceived the answers from interviewees introduce some uncertainties [26].
Eventually, the uncertainties in answers related to consumptions can only affect the
number of devices the researcher turned on to measure the extra 8 modular-load units
since they were not observed by the researcher. Assuming that the users may have tended
in their answers to overestimate the devices used at those extra 8 modular units to seek
further solidarity from EWB, it might have resulted to oversized measurements for those
units. That still does not much negatively affect the aim of the study though unlike if they
were undersized. Even in the case of oversizing, other loads can still use the generated
electricity to store energy in other forms such as pumping water using the excess
electricity. In this case, excess PV generated electricity can be stored in a form of potential
energy in water stored in the elevated tanks.
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6 Conclusions
The Mavuno secondary school provided a very good opportunity for research on energy
access in rural areas. This study yielded a database for modular load profile, which can aid
both Mavuno and any similar neighbouring project to get empowered by the availability of
load data. Availability of such load data can help Mavuno in executing proper design for
the future extensions and proper prioritization of loads’ benefits versus costs. It can also
help the similar neighbouring projects to effectively size PV systems for the sake of
sustainable operations. The study also provided insights into suggestions to achieve
sustainable operation, which should assist in avoiding system faults like those at Mavuno
school, with the accelerated degradation of the installed battery bank.
The conducted social study represented in participant observations and held interviews
explored very interesting social dimensions that affect the way the energy users consume
and prioritize electricity. They showed the importance of including social studies together
with the technical analysis to create actual user-based load profiles and thus achieve
efficient off gird PV system sizing. It was also an eye-opener to observe how the relevant
social actors interact and react to change, so suggestions for further improvements could
be developed while considering the local social construction. Finally, the provision of
electricity was a whistle-blower for change since it provided a room for development
concerning women empowerment. The study argued that the school girls should be
motivated to use the existing projector in the school together with the generated electricity
to give presentations during classes on different topics, and thus improve their selfexpressions and independence skills.
From the system side, the technical analysis for the installed PV system in Mavuno
secondary school showed that the PV array size is undersized according to both the Sandia
labs quick sizing procedure [29] and the PVSyst array sizing tool. Besides, few blackouts
were observed by both the researcher and the technical head of the school. From the load
point of view, 4 days of logged data from the inverter (10 to 13 July 2018) showed that the
loads at dark hours represented around 78 % of the total daily apparent energy demand
due to lighting loads, which have very low power factors (0.28 on average). The
calculations showed that the most significant possible change is replacing the light bulbs
with ones which have a higher power factor (≥0.80). Installing a capacitive compensation
to correct the power factor during dark hours can also decrease the daily demand by
around 50 %, making the current system size sufficient.
Loads that were not time-limited were investigated and quantified so as to show it its share
and effect on system consumption. Loads that was not well regulated and had significant
power consumption such as the water pump was recommended to be powered using as
separate PV system for the sake of maintain the newly installed battery bank.
Furthermore, the field work included important participant observations on the local
installation practices. For example, the lack of availability of resources led to connecting
differently degraded batteries together for the sake of providing electricity access and the
connection of mismatched PV modules together.
Finally, it was recommended to avoid the possible negative impacts introduced by the
provision of electricity such as shortening the sleeping hours of Form2 and 3 students. It
was also recommended to better utilize the produced electricity by dedicating more hours
for computer classes and internet surfing.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Examining the battery bank state of charge through tracking the energy
flows
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Appendix A Examining the battery bank SOC through tracking the energy flows
This estimation model as shown in Table A.1 uses the same approach of the Coulomb
counting method but using the discharging energy instead of the discharging current.
As noticed, the batteries keep discharging until they reach a minimum state of charge of
around 20 % around 07:00. They then start to recharge again but as shown, the state of
charge cannot reach 100 % again at 16:00 since the generated PV energy is less than the
output energy in total (11040 W on average versus 23752 VAh on average). That possibly
means there is a time where there is a loss of load and frequent blackouts shall occur
however, they were not observed by the technical head of the school during the 4 days
from 10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018. It was observed though on 19 July 2018 at around 17:00
as described by the technical head of the school.
The below imbalance in energy can happen maybe for 1 cloudy day but cannot happen for
4 days unless the daily energy consumption is significantly less during the following 3 days.
It could also be possible if other electricity generators where connected to the system such
as the grid (Tanesco) or a diesel generator set. The connected grid cannot be supplying the
system without informing the school management beforehand as it works through the
prepaid scheme, so someone has to pay for it in advance which is not happening. Also,
though observations, there was no any generator set connected in Mavuno secondary
school. The imbalance does not even consider the efficiency losses.
With the results from analysing the 4-day logged data (10 to 13 July 2018), it is obvious
that the current behaviour for electricity consumption must lead to blackouts in the future.
Maybe it did not happen during those 4 days when the batteries might have been full, but
it is still definitely unhealthy to operate the system under such imbalance.
Furthermore, the same model followed the hourly state of charge in case of doubling the
PV excess generated energy by doubling the installed PV array size as recommended by
the PVSyst sizing tool in section 4.2.2 .It can be noticed that the distribution of the state of
charge included fewer occurrence of low state of charge.
Table A.1 Modeled hourly state of charge assumptions based on logged output energy on 13 July 2018
Hour

Needed
energy to be
supplied by
batteries
[VAh]

Excess
generated PV
energy charging
batteries by
4.9 kW [Wh]

Assumed
state of
charge at
4.9 kW [%]

Inverter
logged
state of
charge
[%]

Excess
generated PV
energy charging
batteries by
9.8 kW [Wh]

Assumed
state of
charge at
9.8 kW [%]

16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00
07:00
08:00

166
382
659
1300
1872
1840
2555
1987
1748
1717
1725
1725
1756
2105
1785
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
363
756

100.0
98.7
96.4
91.9
85.4
79.0
70.1
63.2
57.1
51.2
45.2
39.2
33.1
25.8
19.6
20.9
23.5
64

100.0
100.0
91.2
91.1
85.1
79.6
87.5
73.3
71.2
67.9
67.0
65.0
62.7
63.3
66.0
58.0
82.4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
726
1513

100.0
98.7
96.4
91.9
85.4
79.0
70.1
63.2
57.1
51.2
45.2
39.2
33.1
25.8
19.6
22.1
27.4

09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
Total

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23,324

1051
1230
1969
2317
2215
1566
648
12,115

27.1
31.4
38.2
46.3
54.0
59.4
61.7

97.8
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

2102
2459
3938
4634
4430
3131
1296
24,230

34.7
43.2
56.9
73.0
88.4
99.2
100.0

Figure A.1 shows the simulated hourly state of charge during 3 consecutive days in July by
PVSyst. It shows that the state of charge reaches 20 % (the cut-off percentage at the
simulated charger) during mornings and dark hours where loss of load is expected. The
simulated graph then nearly complies with the calculated model.
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Figure A.1 PVSyst simulated hourly state of charge during 3 consecutive days
Table A.2 shows the same resulted calculations for the model using the logged discharge
current from 10 July 2018 to 13 July 2018 as mentioned in section 4.2.5 instead of output
energy.
Table A.2 Modeled hourly state of charge assumptions based on logged discharge current from 10 July
2018 to 13 July 2018
Hour

Hourly discharge current [A]

16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00

18
19
-5
-9
-13
-14
-16
-12
-9
-9
-8
-8
-10
-12
-13

Estimated state of charge
[%]
10 July 2018
100.0
100.0
99.1
97.5
95.5
93.1
90.4
88.4
86.9
85.5
84.1
82.8
81.0
79.1
76.9
65

Inverter logged state of charge
[%]
100
100
88
87
79
72
85
66
68
64
64
63
61
59
64

07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

-5
7
30
43
44
27
16
-6
27

16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00
07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

19
16
-1
-13
-14
-14
-17
-13
-9
-9
-8
-8
-8
-8
-9
-13
-14
-2
16
38
21
45
36
2

16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00
07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00

14
8
1
-10
-12
-13
-18
-11
-10
-10
-10
-10
-12
-14
-16
-5
12
34
45
48
31

76.0
77.1
82.1
89.3
96.6
100.0
100.0
99.0
61.7
11 July 2018
100.0
100.0
99.8
97.7
95.2
92.9
90.0
87.9
86.4
84.8
83.5
82.1
80.8
79.5
77.9
75.7
73.4
73.1
75.8
82.1
85.6
93.1
99.0
99.3
12 July 2018
100.0
100.0
100.0
98.3
96.4
94.1
91.1
89.2
87.5
85.9
84.3
82.6
80.7
78.4
75.7
74.9
77.0
82.6
90.0
98.1
100.0
66

56
72
94
100
100
100
100
87
100.0
99
100
92
82
76
68
76
66
67
64
67
65
64
63
60
62
64
55
85
99
99
100
100
92
100
100
93
90
85
78
86
73
63
60
60
58
56
57
61
49
77
95
100
100
100

13:00
14:00
15:00

38
28
23

16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00
07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

14
10
-3
-9
-12
-12
-16
-10
-9
-9
-9
-9
-9
-13
-15
-1
15
34
43
46
38
26
21
16

100.0
100.0
100.0
13 July 2018
100.0
100.0
99.5
98.0
95.9
93.9
91.3
89.6
88.1
86.6
85.1
83.6
82.1
79.9
77.4
77.2
79.7
85.4
92.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

67

100
100
100
100
100
91
91
85
80
87
73
71
68
67
65
63
63
66
58
82
98
100
100
100
100
100
100

